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CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION 
Man is distinguished from the beasts by his deliberate use of 
faculties of the mind. He has the ability to think, reason, and imagine 
at will. He is a being of supreme intelligence and creativity. Yet, 
because of his very powers of mentality, he is forced to face the pains 
I 
of mentality. He must make decisions. He experiences frustration, 
anxiety, and mental torment. Physical man may completely give way to 
mental man,, creating a world based upon imagination. In this circumstance, 
the life of illusion, man finds it impossible to adjust to the real world. 
He c.an only attempt to make reality a part of his illusion or make his 
illusions a part of his reality. It is this thesis which is developed in 
Edward Albee's drama TINY ALICE 
The presentation of TINY ALICE which is the basis of this pr?ject, 
was directed to exhibit the merging of the real with the illusionary. 
It was a project which included such technical problems as finding 
. ' 
solutions to the di.fficulties involved in the personification of 
abstractions, and translating the subjective into the objective in 
language and action. It also demanded the _implementation of directing 
techniques which required the manipulation of people and ideas toward 
the goal of achieving objective believability as characters and 
motivations on the physical stage. 
The three performances. of TINY ALICE which evidenced the results 
of the creative work on this ppoject, were held in the Gray Campus 
2· 
Laboratory School Auditorium on the campus of St. Cloud State College, 
St. Cloud, Minnesota, on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, April 13, 14, 
and 15, 1967. The facilities included a proscenium stage, extended five 
feet into the auditorium house. The seating capacity of the auditorium 
was 270 persons, although each performance necessitated the inclusion 
of additional seating. 
The project was undertaken solely by students, although it was 
advised by theatre staff members. It proceeded from a five hundred 
\ 
dollar working budget. From this allotment were built three stage 
settings plus the majority of the costumes. It also included funds for 
royalties, promotion, the rental of miscellaneous set items, and the 
rebuilding of major property units. 
This production of TINY ALICE was experimental in every respect. 
Because of the ambiguity, subjectivity, and heavy symbolism of the play, 
no single d~finite approach was dictated. Innovation and trial of new 
methods of staging and genera! production techniques was possible. 
, . 
Every aspect of production was prepared in this free spirit. 
TINY ALICE is a difficult drama to produce. It is filled with 
vaguer-y and ambiguity; yet, it contains an element of thought which 
continues long after the final performance. It is immodestly believed 
" that TlrJY ALICE required creative freedom, _controlled and concentrated 
tm·1ard a goal of believ<:lbilit~, <:lnd quality of production. Such a goal 
def.landed the application of the r.iany severe disciplines -of this complex 
art form. 
CHAPTER 11 
DIRECTOR'S INTERPRETATION OF TINY ALICE 
TINY ALICE is called Edward Albee's most complex dramatic work, 
not in its story, but in its meaning. It seems ta suggest many meanings. 
Its symbolism, suggestions, and sardonic quality all lead each reader or 
viewer to~~ meaning. TINY ALICE is a moving symbol, constantly 
open to individual interpretation. It is n parable about man 1 s nature, 
his choices, and his manipulations. In this production, the emphasis 
was directed to portray the development of conflicts within man's 
imagination, !.e., the inner conflicts produced· through the yearning for 
spiritual ideals through dreams and illusions in opposition to the baser 
drives identified with nature. 
Such is the case with the character Julian in Albee's TINY ALICE. 
Julian is a man with delusions and illusions of God, man, love, and sex. 
His conflict, in essence, arises in attempting to adapt his imagination 
to the real world. He discovers a curious and pathetic coalition between 
the real and the imaginary, between falseness and truth. He finds himself 
caught midway between the purely physical world and the purely spiritual 
presence of a God-force. The conflicts of Julian are the conflicts in 
1 TI NY ALI CE. 
·. 
As a child, having been subjected to the teaching that t~ere is 
an evil as well as a good, Julian's conscienc~ was molded from the 
outsi!=le. Moral and ethical judgments were. imposed upon him and not 
4 
developed through personal experience. The world, for Julian, was a 
world of sharp, simple contrasts, unchanging, a 11grayless11 world of 
black and white. God was the a1l-poweeful driving force and key to 
all existence. 
As Julian's exposure to life increased with age and expanding 
emotions, he began to feel his beliefs fall under pressure. He was 
tempted to think for himself, and, consequently, he began to fight 
against himself. Old ideas were challenged giving rise to feelings of 
guilt. For Julian, his own 11th commandment, 11Thou shalt not question, 11 
necessitated a 12th, "Thou shalt not have experiences which may prompt 
questionfng11 • He 11 shrive1ed into" himself, as he states in the drama,1 
and committed himself to an asylum, "because my faith in God left me. 112 
As the six years in the asylum passed, Julian again convinced 
himself of the v'a'lidity of his earlier beliefs. He recognized God as the 
key to his survival and solidly reinforced a philosophy based exclusively 
on illusions of the world of the spirit. The spiritual was the only good. 
He was entirely within himself, not allowing himself to seek truth in the 
experiences of the outside worlo. His motivating force was to serve God 
while eliminating the evils of material reality. 
1 
Edward Albee, TINY ALICE, Dell Publishing Company: New York, 
N.Y., 1965, p. 43. 
2 tbid.' p. 55. 
5 
Upon leaving the asylum, Julian became a lay brother in service 
to the Cardinal, a Prince of the Church. For him, serving the Cardinal 
was serving the Church. His life of illusion held unblemished. In 
being subject to the Cardinal, a man who admired his title more than 
h_is position, Julian was responsive to the Cardinal's whims. Yet, for 
Julian, everything was an act of humility and great service. He fell 
to the Cardinal's homosexual fancy, willingly obliging. Having never 
experienced a heterosexual relationship in reality, because it carried 
the stamp of 11bad11 in his black and white world, Julian accepted his 
ret"ationship with the Cardinal as being a part of the ultimate good. 
Through later negotiations the Cardinal, in essence, sold Julian 
to ~iss Alice, the Lawyer, and the Butler. The Cardinal received two 
billion dollars, and Julian found himself in a world which he had always 
avoided, the world of reality. 
Still believing that he was subject to the call of the Cardinal, 
the Church, and his imagination, Julian felt himself in a kind of limbo. 
He could no longer shield himself from reality, yet he would not allow 
himself to ·recognize its existence; his illusions of the life of the 
spirit dominated his thought. The enticements of Miss Alice and the 
material pleasures of his new environment presented themselves in a sort 
of .strange, black magnetism. He experienced sexual and worldly comforts, 
and, in enjoying them, became frightened. They were no longer evil as 
his illusions of the spirit had led him to believe. But Julian's most 
frightening discovery was that of his experience of love, love for someone 
other than God. Love, previously, was spiritually sacred. Even the idea 
of another Jove-object was to be avoided as being bad. However, with 
Miss Alice, Julian found a need for human love and companionship. He 
could not fight his new emotion, yet he told himself he must. He was 
torn between the life of the real world and the. commitment to his 
imagination. He fell into anguish, his sudden freedoms giving rise to 
mental pain. Choice became necessary when, to him, there was no choice. 
He fell victim to himself. 
6 
Julian began to drown in his reality. He flailed in his submersion, 
helplessly attempting to gain .security in his illusions. The material 
forces of MISS Alice and her environment were in opposition to ALICE, 
the God-force in the castle model which was a tabernacle and the visual 
symbol of the universe. Julian, in attempting to overcome the forces of 
reality, merged them into his world of imagination. Unable to conquer 
either, they became o~e and the same. 
Having served his purpose in the world of reality, Julian is made 
a sacrifice to Alice in the tabernacle model. Not understanding the 
reason for his death, he makes himself a marty~: tortured by his 
consciousness. In dying, he continues to attempt to distinguish his two 
worlds and, at last, simply accepts his martyrdom, while the real world, 
manifest in Miss Alice, the Lawyer, the Butler and the Cardinal, moves on 
to continue its existence. 
Having been shot by the Lawyer, Julian, in one sentence, gives the 
key to meaning of TINY ALICE. Miss Alice cradles Julian's head in her 
arms. The Cardinal simply observes, unwilling and unable to render 
assistance. The Butler accepts the death as being inevitable and waits 
7 
only to move on. Julian feels the stabbing agony of the bullet and 
• • • rr3 h f says, 11 Consc1ousness, then, ts pain. • •• to· ave awareness s to 
have torment. 
The existentialists propound man's futility in the life struggle, 
his condemnation to freedom. Life produces anguish because of its very 
nature, and man is wrought in helplessness because of his very freedoms. 
Simple exposure to th~ real world is to be self-contradictory. The 
ideal of the mind is not the real of the world. Yet, man, in striving for 
that ideal, will tend_ to convert his reality into his ideal so that his 
. 
pain will be lessened. He looks for a tranquilizer and fidds only a 
pacifier. He needs solutions to his problems, finds none, so convinces 
himself either that it is not important to have a solution, or that his 
lack of solution is the solution itself. Iii a.word':· man, in order to 
fulfill his need for security, tranquility, and peace of mind, convinces 
himself of the existence of the sublime by making what is real appear to 
be an illusion and what is illusionary appear to be real. He does this 
to supply himself with an inner peace, eliminating contradictions and 
:· . 
paradoxes, so that his consciousness will be less painful. He attempts 
to merge the conscious with the unconscious, the real with the imaginary, 
and lives, not in.reality, but in a stupor of illusionary self-gratification. 
31bid., p. 174. 
, I 
Ii 
~t;; 
r 
I 
i~ ' ' I 
In his struggle to conquer his self, man can only flee from it. 
He fears his self; hence, he recognizes the need for conquest of that 
self. In attempting the conquest, his fears are regenerated; hence, he 
flees from them. For him, life is a circular retreat, a teasing inter-
play, producing nothing except the pains of frustration. 
In knowing that a material reason for the cause of his existence 
will be painful, man will either alter the reasons, or convince himself 
that pain is good. If the reasons or forces are too powerful to be changed, 
man will make himself a martyr to his own cause. He will ask for pain 
since he can not overcome it. He has neither a defense nor an offense so 
there can'be only humiliation, There is a self-imposed need for surrender 
,.,, .. ,,.· 
to his condition rather than courage to face the pai~ caused.by./s,truggle 
against the odds he finds opposing him. No matter which wa~/he turns, 
he finds pain-pain in the awareness of his total existence, and pain in 
the struggle against recognizing tnat he ~imply has the awarene~s. So, 
feeling himself totally subject to his consciousness, he literally 
accepts himself as being insignificant. To survive, he must succumb to 
his condition and call it good. 
Julian's conflicts in TWY ALICE are universally a part cif man's· 
very nature. He lives in a world of incessant mental torment. Since he 
is inherently too weak to fight reality, he attempts to make the reality 
a part of his life of comfort and security, the life of illusion. Such 
is the conflict of Julian and the essence of the meaning of TllN ALICE. 
CHAPTER 111 
SPECIFIC PRODUCTION PROCEDURES 
I. AUD I Tl ONS AND CASTING 
A director, in preparing for production, is forced to make many 
decisions. Successful direction- rests upon the creative capacity of the 
director to make the correct de'Cisions at the proper times. Hence, 
directing is largely·a process of manipulating people and ideas through 
a creative discipline of decision-making. 
Two decisions dominate in importance in the preparation for a live 
·production. The first decision is that of selecting a play, while the 
second is.that of selecting a cast. 
It is obvious in any art process that the artist should restrict 
himself to work within his financial, physical, creative, and psychological 
limits. The "wrong" play choice simply car:mot be made 11 right11 , regardless 
of positive circumstances involved. The theatre artist diminishes his own 
potential and cheats the playwright of his conception if he chooses a 
drama which he is unable to produce adequately. Hence, selection of the 
play, weighing all factors of his position at a given time with the 
available talent, must· be considered one of the primary tasks of the 
di rector. 
After the play has been selected, it·is the director's responsibility 
to ~roduce the drama to the best of his creative abilities. A written 
script is only a written script; it, in itself, is not theatre. The 
JO 
excitement and art of the theatre is not found in the script but on the 
stage. The·director must assign actors to speak, live, and justify the 
lines in the script. He does this through the process of audition and 
casting. The director must make casting choices on the basis of his 
observation and experienced perception of.human nature. He must realize 
that the actors he chooses must be able to adjust physically to the 
natures and demands of the characters. They must understand the reasons 
for a character 1 s inclusion in the complex of the drama, and recognize 
the motivating forces of action and interaction. The actors must be 
capable of constructing imagined person~lities out of their own beings. 
In short, the d!rector must select persons who are able to bring to life 
the chara~ters in the script. He must consider the importance of choosing 
a company whose members can work together harmoniously, commu~icate 
satisfactorily, and perform as an ensemble with a common goal. 
Selecting the cast, then, is the basis of all future work. in 
any theatrical production. The director must realize that it is the 
actors who w~ll ultimately .determine the quality of the final product. 
It is the acting company with which the director has to work. The 
performers will make his creative talents manifest, thereby determining 
success or failure of the art object which is the live performance. 
After having selected TINY ALICE as the script for this project, 
auditions were he1d to assist in the process of casting. The director 
should have relatively firm basic preconceptions of the physica\ization 
of the characters, and should have, in his mental file, images of specific 
individuals potentially capable to adjust to the roles, But only upon 
11 
viewing live interaction with actors portraying characters in a trial 
situation can the director make his decisions in final casting. 
The director should exhaust all possibilities in the trial of 
talent. For TINY ALICE, three periods of auditions were conducted. The 
first period was an open reading audition in which all persons interested 
in participating in the production were present. At that time, the 
scenario of the play was explained and general information about the 
' 
characters was discussed. Character comments ~ere kept to a minimum to 
allow for greatest freedom of interpretation. Several scenes and passages 
were selected from the script which showed the range and essence of each 
character. The actors were chosen at random to read these selections. 
The first audition period, then, was a general survey.of. reading ability, 
intelligence in the projection of passage meaning, and capacity to react 
to other actors. Also, comparative physical sizes were observed and noted. 
The second period was again open to all interested participants. 
General information was given to those who were present for the first 
time, and they were tested fn the same manner as auditionees during the 
preceding session. Then, more specific information referring to character 
11sp.ines11 was explained. The spine of a character is that quality which 
contains the communicative essence of the character. It is that trait 
which distinguishes one character from the others. It is his identifying 
characteristic. These qualities were delineated for each character In 
TINY ALICE. The Cardinal was explained as being a proud person, one with 
imposed magnificence •. He projects, beneath this, a quality of darkness, 
an antagonistic negativism. He is unsympathetic. The Lawyer's spine was 
------------· -----------
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also given as being essentially dark. He is shallow, pompous, and 
physically repulsive. The Butler, on the other hand, is sympathetic. 
He is bright, alert, extroverted, and eccentric. Julian was described 
as being withdrawn, his behavior being determined by his mind rather than 
by impulse. Above all, he is sympathetic-the observers must respond 
positively to.him. The spine of Miss Alice was described as being able 
to be both sympathetic and unsympat~etic, adjusting to the influences of 
other characters. She has a strong sexual quallty, yet is voluptuous and 
maternal. She is hard, yet understanding; child-like, yet sophisticated 
and controlled. In this manner, the essential qualities of each character 
were explained. The auditionees weee then asked to respond to hypothetical 
situations in the ~dentities of prescribed characters. In testing 
individuals 1 reactions and their attempts at the projection of character 
spines, the director forced auditioning actors to use their imaginations. 
For example, alt women were told to choose an animal whose traits may be 
analagous to those given as characteristic of Miss Alice. They were asked 
to perform various 'tasks while 11being11 that animal. In observing the women 
involved in this experiment, is was possible to ascertain which of those 
persons most closely approximated the spinal qualities of Miss Alice. 
Al.1 individuals auditioning participated in anot~er test of imagination 
which proved to be of great significance. Each was told to write, on a 
blackboard, the name of a preselected character. They were to write the 
given name in that character 1 s penmanship, understanding the qualities of 
·the character. From this exercise, it was again possible to determine 
which of the auditionees most accurately understood the identifying 
13 
features of the various characters in TINY ALICE. As an illustration, 
the person who wrote the name of the character Julian in this manner, 
did not appear to 
qualities of the character as well 
understand the withdrawn, introspective 
as the actor who wrote It, [ [Jul icin] J 
Similarly, the proud magnificence was not as clearly projected in 
(:C1u~ <Z~tdi:rtfi1 ·as it was in~ ~t6i'Yl~~' 
~ <laa,;t~ The process of elimination was in 
the second period of auditions, aided by these and other experiments in 
which the au.ditionees.were asked to project specific qualities of the 
characters, demonstrating their understanding of and abilities to exhibit 
the characters• spines. 
The third observation session was more restricted. Only those 
actors were present who projected an above average reading skill, demonstrated 
a capability of intellectual reasoning in understanding character interactions, 
and showed creativity through originality in the exhibiting of character 
spines in out-of-script exercises. It provided the opportunity for the 
director to observe selected individuals more closely, and to further 
test their reactions to a aumber of imaginary situations. Simple exercises 
tested assimilated character movement. The freedom of the actors was also 
observed in situations which required an emotional projection to perceive 
how those persons could emotionally respond in terms of their characters. 
In addition, at this final audition period, all those present were free 
to read any section of the script in the character of their choice. At 
this time, they were to combine ideas from all of the exercises conducted 
to arrive at what they believed was the most accurate characterization. 
14 
The auditioning process for TINY ALICE was exhausting but profitable. 
Each actor's talents were meticulously examined. Finally, the c~sting 
decisions were made on the basis of the director's observations during the 
audition period and careful consideration of all factors involved in each 
individual characterization. 
II. REHEARSAL SCHEDULE 
The rehearsal schedule of TINY ALICE was conducted in the customary 
chronological progression. First, the script was read aloud and discussed 
for understanding. Next, movements were blocked into the script and lines 
were memorized. This was followed by a period of interpretation and 
movement polishing, and, finally, the performances were given. The 
procedure was not unorthodox. 
There is, however, one aspect of character development which was 
unique and warrants special consideration. After several group readings 
of the script, the ambiguity of the meaning of the play became 
increasingly evident. The symbolism and subjectivity of motivation seemed 
to be confused in the minds of the actors. It was necessary, therefore, 
to analyze the ambiguities, not in an attempt to arrive at definite 
solutions to problems, but simply to discuss them early in the rehearsal 
period. Also, objective queries relating to each character were formulated 
to prompt early character analysis. This analysis was conducted in a 
written report completed by each of the actors in the production. Each 
analysis ranged from five to nine typewritten pages in length. A period 
of four days was taken for the actors to complete their reports. During 
this time, no official rehearsals were conducted, since the list of 
questions was constructed so as to require an equal amount of time to 
be devoted to the analysis.4 
This project proved to be a valuable asset to the rehearsal 
procedure. It prompted early questioning of the play's meaning and 
lessened interpretation difficulties which may have been critical 
problems later in the rehearsal period. As a result of this 
discipline, the. director felt that the actors entered the more intense 
15 
rehearsals with a greater' knowledge of TINY ALICE as a work of dramatic 
literature. 
4Refer to Appendix B for a complete list of analysis questions and 
the unabridged individual character conceptions. 
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TINY ALICE 
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE CHRONOLOGY 
- Read-through of entire script 
- Read-through of adapted script 
- Discussion of meaning of TINY ALICE; assigning of 
character analysis papers 
No rehearsal 
No rehearsa 1 
- No rehearsal 
No rehearsal 
Individual discussions of play•s meaning, based on 
analysis papers 
- No rehearsal 
Blocking (Act I, Scenes i and ii; rerun of each scene 
for setting . 
Blocking (8:15 - Act I, Scene iii, first half Act II, 
Scene i; rerun) 
Blocking (9-5 - Act 11, Scene continued, Scene ii, 
Scene iii; rerun) 
- Blocking (9-5 - Act 111; rerun) 
- No rehearsal 
- Act I (9-5) 
Act 11 (9-5) 
- Act 111 (9-5) 
- Act I (9-12) Act 11 (1-4) Act 111 (7-10) 
Easter Break 
Easter Break 
Easter Break 
- Act I (9-12) Act II (1-4) Act Ill (7-10) 
- Act I (Lines due) 
- Act II (Lines due) 
- Act Ill (Lines due) 
- Run through (All lines) 
- Scenes (9-5) 
Scenes (1-5; 7-10) 
- Run through 
- Run \'hrough 
- Run through 
- Run through 
- Run through 
- Scenes (9-12) Run through (1-5) 
- Technical rehearsal (1-8) 
- · Dress rehearsal 
- Dress rehearsal 
- Dress rehearsal 
Performance 
- Performance 
Performance 
16 
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Technically, Albee's image was projected from a standard 35mm 
slide projector located behind the stage right proscenium wall. The 
image was cast on the house right bare wall. The dimensions of the 
projected image approximated five feet in width and ten feet in height. 
It was shown prior to and following the performance as well as during 
the periods between each act. TINY ALICE> according to this director's 
interpretation, is Edward Albee's dream. Hence, it was believed that 
Albee should be visually present at the dream's manifestation. The 
image was intended to serve as a constant reminder that the performers 
and the audience were merely testifying to Albee's conception while 
being a part of it. 
II. SCENIC DESIGN RENDERINGS 
- ................. _ 
.:- - ..;:: ... -
309 
StEtJIC DESIGN RENDERING 
CAROINALlS GARDEN 
CARPIN'4l'S 
GARDcN 
311 
SCENIC DESIGN RENDERING 2 
LIBRARY 
I/Ny Aue~ 
L18RARY 
SCALE: '/4'~ /~()" 
~ 
313 
SCENIC DESIGN RENDERING 3 
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM 
~NY Aue£~ 
-~WWW Qd' 
/4JSS /+l.ICG' !S 
S1rr1NG /2.0011 
scALE: ~ 11:: I~ 0 '' 
.!h.J 
SCENIC DESIGN RENDERING 4 
CASTLE MODEL IN LIBRARY 
CA5ru;; Mo~L 
eA/77/.2.E UNIT &Gl-IT<BJ 
P~r~ 
C 0<-0.<2€£> WtAIOOUJs (~) =~4cr/CAUY 
U6HTA8t.e; 
UN/T /'1o(7e~'9l.£.V 
W/~eP 
S~TUL 
NOTCs: 
SR.JN 779Mt:CX/S(.Y 
C.OV5T.l2l./C7EO 
~ Tl/8Nv6-,, 
LIP.Sol\/ Bo-9~ 
wooo~ "9A./D 
BVRLAP. 
/>eS/GN= 
B~SEO~V 
ON 
PREl../mtNRRV 
~. 
--r71JY ALICE 
uBRll£Y 
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SCENIC DESIGN SUPPLEMENT 
ILLUSTRATION OF TRANSPARENCY 
OF EDWARD ALBEE 
.. 
-~- - -
- -- ------
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Ill. FLOOR PLANS 
FLOOR PLAN l 
CARDINAL'S GARDEN 
- --- _ ...... _ _.., - . "' ........... , 
h.. ~ ~ ~~ 
l\l \u ~ D \( ~ 
~ 
D 
TINY /!/UC£ 
CllR.DtlVACS 
G/IR.PEN 
5CAL£: ~''- t!__ Q ,, 
~ 
~ 
~ Ol ~ 
~~ 
~ '::! ~ ~~~ 
\ · ·-r- ......_, 
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FLOOR PLAN 2 
LIBRARY 
TINY ~LICE 
LIBRARY 
5CllLt1~ "- 1 ~ 0'' 
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'I I 
FLOOR PLAN 3 
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM 
~ 0 8~ ~ ~ ~ \\: 
~ 
~"' 
·\,,,,,._ 
e~ ~ 
~ fil ~ ~ 
/IN Y f/LICE_ 
Ml55 4LIC€$ 
..s1rrov0 ROOtY 
5C:t1LE; ~"=- I ~0 11 
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FLOOR PLAN 4 
GENERAL FLOOR PLAN 
ITNY /IL/CE 
~~L ~ '°U1N' .5C;4(.E; 
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CHAPTER VI 
COSTUMES 
J. DESIGN RATIONALE 
The characters of TINY ALICE are all figments of Edward Albee's 
imagination, parts of his dream. They all approach reality yet do not 
attain it. They are shells of people, merely physical identities of 
ideas. Since the essential thought element in this work is found in 
Julian's attempts to join the real with the unreal, the characters 
involved in his conflicts must not appear to be totally real. They must 
contain certain external qualities of fantasy. In this production, the 
greater the transparency of the character, the more the costume deviated 
from the real. All costumes were designed to correspond to the 
character's masks or shells. As the characters became either more real 
or more illusionary in Julian 1 s mind, and as Julian experienced the 
changes in himself, the costumes enhanced this progression or regression. 
II. COSTUME PLATES 
COSTUME PLATE 1 
LAWYER 
Acts I, 11, 111, 
322 
i 
I I 
VINYL 
VEST 
COSTUME PLATE 2 
CARDINAL 
Act I, Scene 
323 
,? /\' 
" ~ 
COSTUME PLATE 3 
JULIAN 
Act I 
Act II, Scene 
324 
" 
----- -
fiNY//tfC£ 
Ji;l!AN 
r:Jc-r r . 
ACI zc, I 
Spe€7a-//1Slfi 
F/l~C-
77GHt -rv 
{/c//l/ST 
SJ2RT #R$ 
'5/_/61-/T ?'R/;lt/-
'/C)L/cHGS 
GROVNP /N 
8/lc.K 
. ~ 
COSTUME PLATE 4 
BUTLER 
Acts I, 11, 111 
325 

-- --- --------~-- -- ---------------------------- -----
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COSTUME PLATE 5 
Ml SS ALI CE 
Act I, Scene iii (Opening) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
&ous-6 H/IS 
S/f.I~ ~ 
QUI~ /2SnOVAl. 
COSTUME PLATE 6 
Ml SS ALI CE 1 S MASK 
Act I, Scene i Ii (Open! ng) 
327 
I LAY~GAUz£ 
5 CAYt=I?s C-/G:><.fp ~X 
HOc....LEc; CJ~ 771V ~L S~LL_ 
--- -----~----··-------------------------------
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COSTUME PLATE 7 
Ml SS ALI CE 
Act I, Scene iii 
\ 
A1,tc£ 
Act'r, iii 
(y!P} 
COSTUME PLATE 8 
Ml SS ALI CE 
Act 11 , Scene 
329 

330 
COSTUME PLATE 9 
JULIAN 
Act 11, Scene iii 
\ 
/ 
1/NY l/t!CG 
---
I 
I 
\ 
/jC8 R/Gt.EH 
331 
COSTUME PLATE 10 
Ml SS ALI CE 
Act I I , Scene i i i (Opening) 
I 
1'· 
I. 
J ' 
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COSTUME PLATE 11 
Ml SS ALI CE 
Act II, Scene iii 
I 
' 
( ;;:-Rt>A1r-f/-1t:tl-I, Tl€ 
'f(5P 
\ 
'7/NY /IL/CE 
A~IC~ .. . (t-NP) 
11c.r.JC71' 1 
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COSTUME PLATE 12 
JULIAN 
Act 111 
'' 
(i!vY kicE 
;Jilt-I /JN 
AC!_llC 
5/llRT-
SNR? 
F<¥2.70P 
fi,jt/rn>N 
COSTUME PLl\TE 13 
Ml SS ALI CE 
Act I I.I 
! 
11 
I 
' ,• 
' ' • 
\ 
l(ooP /v~ 1c,, 
t=rFecr wm1 
CfiPE 
---rMI'/ ;µce 
/IL-le& ~ 11c:r:IIC 
I, 
COSTUME PLATE !4 
CARDINAL 
Act I II 
--------'-------------~--------·---
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CHAPTER V 11 
PROPER Tl ES 
I. DESIGN RATIONALE CASTLE MODEL>'< 
An Integral object within the scenic desi>:n of Tl/JV ALICE was 
the castle model which housed the force of Alice. Huch action revolved 
around the model and there were innumerable scriptual references 
to it and its function as a tabernacle for this all-powerful force. 
The style of the model had to coincide 1~ith the style of the 
room in which it was located. It was to imply that it wes identical 
to the exterior of the castle of the stage setting. Hence, it required 
an aged appearance, yet possessing an inate strength. It necessitated 
a design and physical size which would make significant the fact that 
life centered around it and that people were subject to it. 
Since important situations on the stage referred directly to 
activity 1Jithin the r;iodel, it was mandatory that it ~ias intricately 
wired for technical lighting-effects. Spatial areas of the model and 
occurences within these areas were suggested by lights in designated 
~1indows, controlled by an independent electrical s~Jitch unit. 
The castle model, conceived with intricate detail in design and 
construction, was significant in expressing the concept of fusing the 
real with the imaginary. 
*For discussion of other property units, refer to V., A., Scenic 
Design, Design Rationale. 
! 
I 
! 
II. PLATES OF ALTERED OR SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED PROPERTIES 
PROPERTY PLATE 1 ...., 
CARDINAL'S GARDEN 
Garden Table and Chairs 
\ 
NOn:;s : 
OR/GIN/!L meu: 
COLOR-=NH/T°C· 
,) 
CO V6'?GD )1/1 TH 
ff.f /lse1Nq mrr= 
ANO P,t://N7Cl/ BU'l<:X. 
CJ.I~/£ e (/S£.//OA./.5 -= 
Re= co Vt=Rt=o 
r - 1 
I 
I 
) 
----
fll&£ 4NP ~o(2) <711.lk.e5 
WeoC1G11r 1eoN 
St!::,- OL C... 
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~ . 
• 
PROPERTY PLATE 2 
LIBRARY 
Reading Table and Chair 
/\LOT€$ : 
CH/UR SENT= 
GIVeN" PLYWOC>C' 
SL/PPOR.T 70 W17HST79IVP 
WE16'HT OF vUl'>7P/Nq 
ACTORS. 
--
---------... 
LtBR/JRV 
RB1'P/Uq 7~6' 
,€1:A01M; Cu~1,e 
.5/MULATE-o 
~ee CUSl-l/oA/ 
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PROPERTY PLATE 3 
LIBRARY 
Castle Model-Original Sketch"' 
-~ Also refer to Scenic Design Rendering 4 for illustration of 
finishea model. 
.. 
I 
I I, . 
:l 
' 
" 
,\ 
,, 
I 
' 
' 
J 
7Wy ALICE 
- ---
CAsru- /1:>DEL-
ORIGIAJ4L srncH 
-
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PROPERTY PLATE 4 
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM 
Chai se Couch 
.1 
·J 
ii 
•, : 
' 
11 
~ ~·. 
i ' 
: 
f. 
ii 
,j 
1 
NO-n::.s.· 
0€/G/A/>=JL COVl:=R/l\/G:. 
8<.0WN~~-
,, 
ENT7RE:; UNIT k?e;covcRcC> 
f./t'TU GR.E'GV Vt=LOV'/fe . 
flRH SWITOIEO TCJ 
SL S/DG FOie. 
PJ<Ac TIC/1L.ITY OF 
t/S'9G€ /#VO 
Pt1~st;s ~ 
ST"RG€ BrJL/J/VCG: 
r;>~CO~­
t/Et,OlllC 
(!7N6~ S/X (6) ..C€E:T 
.5'E7 OL 
PROPERTY PLATE 5 
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM 
Miss Alice's Chair 
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NOTES: 
C/..IA~I< : OR/GIA/~L 
COVGJe/Nq O~ S€'9T, 
A-RMs/ ,,e/NP ~~-= 
BR..OWN ~~E7eJ· 
Rccov~o Wl'n'I 
GOLO VEL-OC/R . 
#155 /}L!CG!s 
Cll/llR.-
JYoop -9YP ~R 
5n tlNG 
fl:o<1 
342 CARD I NAL Is GARDEN 
PROPERTIES PRE-SET, ACT I ' SCENE 
NAME OF PROP LOCATION SHI FT CUE DIRECTION OF 
SHIFT 
TABLE llC URC Pitcher 
2 Glasses ON TABLE 
3 Magazines 
Ashtray 
2 CHAIRS I SR OF TABLE UR Briefcase I SL OF TABLE 
BIRD CAGE UR UR 
2 LIVE CARDINALS IN CARE 
LOW RAILING UNIT DR DR Edible Grapes Attached to Low 
Ra i I I ng Uni t DR 
LOW RAILING UNIT UC URC 
ARBOR W/VINES URC STRIKE: UL 
CARDINAL 
CLAPP I NG 
HANDS 
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LIBRARY 
PROPER Tl ES PRE-SET, ACT I, SCENE ii 
NAME OF PROP 
LOW READING TABLE 
Biological Head 
Humidor 
Ash Tray 
Tab I e LI ghter 
Cigarette Case 
READING CHAIR 
WASTEBASKET 
PEDESTAL 
Globe 
CHAIR 
SIDEBOARD 
Cloth 
Ash Tray 
Tray 
5 WINE BOTTLES 
3 PORT GLASSES 
6 CHAMPAGNE 
GLASSES 
CORKSCREW 
MODEL 
Ash Tray 
ACT II, SCENE iii 
ACT 111 
LOCATION 
DR 
ON TABLE 
US OF TABLE 
UR 
UC, R OF ENTR, 
ON PEDESTAL 
DL 
ULC 
ON SI DEBOARD 
ULC 
ON MODEL 
SHIFT CUE 
Act I, s. ii 
Set: 
BUTLER 1 S ENTR. 
FOLLOW I NG STRIKE 
OF ACT I, SC. i 
STRIKE: 
BUTLER & JULIAN 
ENTR. DR-END OF 
SCENE 
ACT I I , SC. i , i i 
SET: 
ACT BREAK 
DIRECTION OF 
SHIFT 
DR 
UR 
UR 
URC 
UL 
UL 
DL BEHIND BLACKS 
IMMED. FOLLOWING 
STRIKE OF ACT I, Iii 
, 
(Library continued) 
NAME OF PROP LOCATION SHIFT CUE 
STRIKE: 
AFTER ACT 11, 
sc. ii' 
LAWYER OFFERS 
SACRAFI CE OF 
CHAIR 
ACT 111 
SET: 
ACT BREAK, 
IMMED. FOLLOWING 
STRIKE OF ACT! I, 
SC ii I 
DIRECTION OF 
SHIFT 
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SITTING ROOM 
PROPERTIES PRE-SET, ACT I, SC. iii 
ACT 11, SC. iii 
NAME OF PROP 
ALI CE' S CHAIR 
TABLE 
Cigarette Case 
Ash Tray 
Lighter 
Tray 
CHA I SE COUCH 
CANDLEABRA 
7 Candles 
YCCA PLANT 
TABLE 
Covering 
Vase w/Flowers 
LOCATION 
DR 
R OF CHAIR 
ON TABLE . 
DL 
UR 
IN CANDLEABRA 
UL 
ULC 
ON TABLE 
SHI FT CUE 
ACT I, SC. iii 
SET; 
I MMED. FOLL OW-
i NG STRIKE-OF 
ACT I, SC. ii 
STRIKE: 
7 MIN. INTO 
ACT 
BREAK-BUTLER 
SITS IN CHAIR 
DR 
ACT 11, SC. iii 
SET: 
I MMED, FOLLOW-
i NG STRIKE OF 
ACT 11, SC. ii 
STRIKE: 
7.MIN. INTO ACT 
BREAK BUTLER 
S I TS I N CHA IR 
DR, 
DIRECTION OF 
SHIFT 
UR 
DR 
UL 
URC 
UL 
UL 
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STAGE R !GHT 
NAME OF PROP 
3 FEATHER DUSTERS 
MAGNIFYING GLASS 
MARKING PEN 
PENCIL 
HRITING PAd 
CIGAR 
MATCH BOOK 
4 DUST COVERS 
TRAY 
PROPERTY TABLE 
CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE (FULL) 
SI LENT BUTLER 
HANDKERCHIEF (WHITE) 
NAIL FILE 
SUNGLASSES 
PRAYERBOOK 
HANDKERCHIEF (RED) 
PEN 
PRIVATE ASHTRAY 
CIGARETTES 
MATCH BOOK 
BRIEFCASE (After Act I, Sci) 
WIG 
PISTOL 
SHOULDER HOLSTER 
SYRINGE (Filled) 
CLOTH 
SLEEPING VEIL 
BLAtlKET 
SHAWL 
2 CANES 
RIDING CROP 
LOTION BOTTLE (11ith Lotion) 
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CHARACTER RESPONSIBLE 
BUTLER 
CARD I NAL 
LAWYER 
Ml SS ALI CE 
JULIAN 
Ml SS ALI CE 
' 
IV. PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAMS 
PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAM 1 
Cardinal's Garden 
) 
~ 
::) 
~ ~ 
D 
P~€ieT7ES C/JeD!tV~(_(S 
PRC-${ G-~€/\/ 
4cr r .:5C4C£: X:!.- ''= 1 ,._ o '' Sc. i 
f ~ () 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
" ~ ~ ti v Ot ~~ ;~ 
~ '\ 
~ 
PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAM 2 
LIBRARY 
~ 
OJ ~ ) 
ir-1/) 
~\! ~~ 
/T;vy 4LJCE 
P~Rnes PR.€-:.SEr 
,qcr..r l1BR4RY 
.5CAI£:~,, /.:...o~ 
~ 
~ 
.J ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ o~ 
/.-. 
c ~ I ~ 
o l 
SC. ;; 
4C.T.IF" , , 
SC . ,,, " 
F#CTJIL 
" Q 
Ui a ~~ 8~ ~ ' 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
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PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAM 3 
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM 
711\/Y I/UC£ 
~/Z/7€5 Plf<E -3tT 
4CT I /'vf (S.S '4U<-£ .5 
.SC. . Iii Strrtl\/G Rcx:Jty 4~ 7f 5CA-L£: %/-'~t~O,, 
CHAPTER VI I I 
LIGHTING 
I. DESIGN CONCEPT REASONING 
' i 
' 
The general concept of stage I i ght i ng for Tl NY AL I CE was very II 11r . 
JI 
' 
11:,· 
simple. Fundamental area 1 ighting was combined with t•10 special 
~ I 
"I I 
iti 
I j 
I ! 
area instrumants to assist in making distinctions between moods and 
locales. There was nothing exceptional or uni!lue in the employment 
of stage lighting in this production. 
I I • LIGHT PLOT 
! . 
' ' I 
AR£;ts 
4-j~6 
~o WArr 
FRE'..SV-€£:.s 
AR£f1S 1, 2 I 3 
6 '1, SC>o WAIT LE,1:(0 .S 
cR.o.ss L.../<.:iNrt'N~ o,e- .s~4w 
.-:z..- -- --- ANO AMBl!V<. GELS 
i/j6oo 
/VO 
~8,9 
WArT LEl<OS 
GELS 
I 
~AS 
4J~6 
50d M47'T 
FRC.Sl\/€1...S 
L IGH7" t41'(Be;.12_ 
GE"L S 
(' ~ Q < ~ ~ 
'i 
~ * a ~ 't 
CUE 
NUMBER 
z 
2a 
3 
3a 
3b 
4 
TEXTUAL 
LO CATI ON 
Prior to Performance 
Prior to Act I, Scene 
Opening Act I Scene I 
End Act I Scene I 
End of scene change 
Act I Scene I 
Opening Act Scene 11 
End Act I Scene II 
111. LIGHT CUE SHEET 
CUE LI NE 
Cue from Stage Manager 
Cue from Stage Manager 
4 Seconds after BLACKOUT 
CAROINAL's Hand cla~p 
BUTLER exits UR after 
scene change 
4 seconds after BLACKOUT 
LIGHT CUE 
House Lights, all areas 
up at medium level; Albee 
s I i de up fu 11 • 
All areas and slide fade 
out simultaneously to 
BLACKOUT 
Areas 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
9and upfull 
All areas drop 2 points. 
BLACKOUT 
All areas up full, 
BUTLER's exit fol lowing JULIAN Al 1 areas drop 2 points 
COMMENTS 
Cue given 30 minutes prior 
to curtain. 
Total length: 30 seconds 
Hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds, 
Medium fast fade up. 
Fast fade down 
3 second fode out; 
Hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds 
Medium fast fade up. 
Fast fade down 
LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued) 
CUE 
NUMBER 
4a 
4b 
5 
6 
7 
7a 
TEXTUAL 
LOCATION 
End of Scene change Act I 
Scene 11 
Opening Act Scene 111 
Institution speech Act I 
Scene 111 
End of institution speech 
Act I Scene Ill 
End Act I Scene 111 
Act break between Act I 
Act 11 
CUE LI NE 
BUTLER and JULIAN exit 
House left after scene change. 
Cue from Stage' Manager 
JULIAN: 
• • • but one night •• 
there • • • You see? I 
said "one night" •. , 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
That was many years ago, 
\fas it not? 
JULI AN: 
Yes, yes, quite ~hi le ago. 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
No nothing, 
{LAWYER • , I eans in to kiss 
Ml SS ALI CE on the neck) 
5 seconds after BLACKOUT 
LIGHT ONE 
BLACKOUT 
Al I areas up ful I 
Begin fade down of 
areas 6, 7, 8, 9 
Begin fade up of 
areas 6, 7, 8, 9 
BLACKOUT 
House lights, all areas 
fade up to medium level; 
Albee slide fades up full 
COMMENTS 
3 second fade out. 
Medium fast fade up, 
Total 1 ength: 90 seconds, 
Total drop: 2 1/3 points • 
Total I ength: 90 seconds 
Total rise: 2 I /2 points 
Fast fade out; hold 
BLACKOUT for 5 seconds. 
Total length=30 seconds 
,I 
,', 
I 
'1 
, I 
r 
LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued) 
CUE 
NUMBER 
8 
Ba 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TEXTUAL 
LO CATI ON 
Prior to Act 11 
Scene I 
Opening Act II Scene I 
Chapel fire Act II 
Scene I 
Alice's prayer 
Act I I Scene I 
Alice's prayer Act II 
Scene I 
Near end 
Scene I 
Act 11 
CUE LINE 
ACT BREAK 
Cue from Stage Manager 
4 seconds after BLACKOUT 
BUTLER: 
I don't mind whether you do 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
Let the.fire be put out. 
Let the chapel be saved • 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
Let them save it. Don't 
•• : destroy. 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
Come stay. 
LIGHT CUE 
All areas and slide 
fade out simultaneously 
to BLACKOUT 
All areas up full. 
Chapel light in windows 
in model (switch on) 
(See Scenic Rendering 
#4. 
Begin fade down of areas 
1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9; fade 
in Special 2 on model, 
Light In-Chapel windows 
in model with switch off. 
Begin fade do•m of areas 
4, and 5, holding level 
of Special 2 on model. 
COMMENTS 
Total length: 30 seconds 
Hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds 
Medium fast fade up. 
Switched on from silent 
switch unit off UL. 
Total length: 2 minutes 
Total drop: 4 points 
Total rise: 4points 
2, Total length: 30 seconds 
Total drop: area 2: I point 
areas 4 & 5: 2 points 
w 
V1 
w 
LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued) 
CUE 
NUMBER 
17 
18 
18a 
19 
19a 
TEXTUAL 
LOCATION 
Julian's succombing 
Act II Scene Ill 
End Act I I Scene Ill 
Act break between 
Act I I Act I 11 
Prior to Act 111 
Lawyer's toast Act 111 
Opening Act 111 
CUE LI NE 
JULIAN: 
the ••• Lord ••• 
God • • • i n . . • Heaven 
MISS ALICE: 
Alice! .Al Ice? Alice: 
Alice? Alice! 
5 seconds after BLACKOUT 
LIGHT CUE 
Begin fade out of area 8 
BLACKOUT 
COMMENTS 
Total length: 20 seconds 
Fast fade out; hold BLACKOUT 
for 5 seconds. 
Houee 1 ights, al 1 areas Total length: 30 seconds 
fade up to medium level; 
Albee slide fades up full. 
ACT BREAK 
Cue from Stage Manager 
4 seconds after BLACKOUT 
All areas and slide fade 
out simultaneously 
BLACKOUT 
A 11 areas up fu 11 
Total length: 30 seconds 
hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds 
Medium fast fade up 
"----
LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued) 
CUE 
NUMBER 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
TEXTUAL 
LOCATION 
Lawyer's toast 
Act 111 
Lawyer's toast 
Act 111 
Lawyer's toast 
Act 111 
Julian's death speech 
Act Ill 
Julian's death speech 
Act Ill 
Julian's death speech 
Act Ill 
CUE LI NE 
LAWYER: 
To the chapel wherein they 
were bound in wedlock. 
LAWYER: 
To the private rooms where 
marriage lies, 
LAWYER: 
And to this room, , in 
which they are met, in which 
we are met. . . 
JULIAN: 
Sweet smell of blood, scream-
ing at the sight of it. 
JULIAN: 
Oh, what a priesthood, seemy 
chapel, now it , , • 
JUL IAN: 
• • • My Sou I ? demand they 
presence, ALICE! 
LIGHT CUE COMMENTS 
Light switched on in chapel Switched on from silent 
windows in model switch unit off UL, 
2 lights switched on in 
chapel model 
2 lights switched on in 
chapel mode 1 
Begin stow fade out of 
all areas; begin slow 
fade up of specials l & 2, 
Light switched off in 
chapel model 
Light switched off in 
chape 1 model • 
Switched on from s i 1 ent 
switch unit off UL. 
Switched on from silent 
switch unit off UL. 
5 minute fade to out 
I minute fade up 
Switched off from silent 
switch unit off UL. 
Switched off as in Cue 24. 
LI GIJT CUE SHEET (Continued) 
CUE 
NUMBER 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
TEXTUAL 
LO CATI ON 
Julian's death speech 
Act 111 
Julian's death speech 
Act 111 
Julian's death speech 
Act Ill 
Julian dies Act Ill 
Julian dies Act Ill 
End of Act I I I 
CUE LI NE 
JUL IAN: 
Lighten my eyes Jest I sleep 
the sleep of death, 
JULIAN: 
Come, Bride! Come, God! Come! 
JULIAN: 
My God, Why hast thous for-
saken me? 
JULIAN: 
A Ii ce 
thy • • 
JULIAN: 
• I accept 
w i I I • • • 
I accept ••• thy ••• wll 1 
. . . 
5 seconds after BLACKOUT 
LI GIJT CUE 
Light switched off In 
chapel model 
Light switched off in 
chape 1 mode I • 
Begin fade of Special 1; 
hold special 2 
Light switched off in 
chapel windows. 
Slow fade out 
Special 2 BLACKOUT 
COMMENTS 
Switched off as in Cue 24. 
Switched off as in Cue 24. 
30 second fade to out. 
Switched off as in Cue 24; 
two full beats after fifth 
thump thump. 
JO second fade 2 beats after 
light in mode I switched off. 
llouse lights, all areas Total length=30 seconds. 
fade up to medium level; 
Albee slide fades up full. 
CHAPTER IX 
SOUND 
I. SOUND CONCEPT REASONING 
In essence, the employment of sound effects in this production 
of TINY ALICE was directed at the enhancement of mood and emotion 
within certain scenes. The sounds naturally and gradually grew from 
the emotions of a scene and supported them while becoming a part of 
them. They were standard tape-recorded effects, mechanically 
reproduced. 
I I. SOUND CUE SHEET 
CUE 
UMBER 
2 
4 
5 
TEXTUAL 
LO CATI ON 
Opening Act I 
Scene I Page: 
End Act I Scene 
Scene i Page: 
Near end of Act 
Scene I I Page: 
End Act 
Page: 
Scene 11 
Institution speech 
Act I Scene I II 
Page: 
SOUND CUE SHEET 
CUE LI NE 
Cue from Stage Manager 
CARD I NAL: 
dO-dO-dO-do-do-do-do-do-? 
Hmrmmm11? Do? 
BUTLER: 
We must not keep the lady waiting. 
BUTLER: 
Levity! Forget it! 
JULIAN: 
I ••• yes. (Chime) 
JULIAN: 
•-• the place had been an estate 
I remember being told. 
SOUND CUE 
"Density 21: 5 by Edgar 
Varese 
20 seconds Bird sounds from 
"Poeme Electronique" by 
Varese Dream music into 
"Bergin" from soundtrack 
of Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf? 
Chime Long musical pipe 
chime, hit with wooden 
hammer; direction: Off UR. 
"Octandre" by Varese 
Dream music, 11Bergi n11 , 
from sound track of Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
COMMENTS 
Total time: 45 seconds 
(Medium level) JO seconds 
fade In, up; lO seconds fade 
out with lights up at 
beginning of scene. 
No fade in; up ful I immed-
iately; fade out with lights 
up at beginning of scene. 
2 taps 
3 seconds fade in fase out 
with lights at beginning 
of scene. 
Total time: Approximately 
3 minutes 10 seconds; whole 
cue is barely audible; reaches 
peak at "ejaculation"; 20 
seconds fade In and out. 
OUND CUE SliEn {Continued) 
CUE 
IUMBE'.\ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TEXTU.'.L 
LOC!1TI Oil 
End .'.ct I 
Scene Ill Page: 
Opening /\ct I 
Scene I Page: 
l~ear end Act 11 
Scene I Page: 
End Act 11 
LA\.JYER: 
I can't think of anything standing 
in the way that can't be destroyed 
can you? 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
No, nothing. 
Cue from Stage Manager. 
BUTLER: 
The.chapel's burning! 
JULIAN: 
Is there anything to be afraid of, 
Miss /\lice? 
MISS ALICE: 
Always. 
SOUllD CUE 
Dre.:'lm music, 11 Bergin 11 , 
from Sound Track of 
Who's Afraid of Virginia 
JO seconds of distorted organ 
from "Poeme Electronique" by 
Varese; 25 seconds of 
classical ponderous organ 
('~4arum Betrubst Du Dich 
Mein lierz); from "Organ 
Music of the Bach Family'' 
by Carl Weinrich, 
20 seconds of distorted 
organ (above), classic, 
ponderous organ (above) 
Same as Cue 7 
t~ - --------- - - . 
COMMEIHS 
Total time: 30 seconds 
5 second fade in up medium 
full JO seconds fade out. 
Total time: 35 seconds; 5 
seconds fade in up, medium 
full fade out with lights 
at beginning of the scene. 
Total time: Approximately 5 
seconds up ful I immediately; 
fade do~m 1 ow on AL I CE' s 
prayer, fade out I minute. 
Total time: 35 seconds; up 
full.immediately drop to 
medium fade out with lights 
at beginning of Scene I I. 
w 
\J1 
\0 
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SOUND CUE SHEET (Continued) 
CUE TEXTUAL 
NUMBER LO CATI ON CUE LI NE 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
End Act I I 
Scene JI Page: 
Gladiator Speech 
Act II Scene Ill 
End Act 11 
Scene 111 
LAWYER: 
You wi 11 
for him. 
JUL IAN: 
have your Julian. Wait 
He will be yours. 
I could entrance myself, and see 
the gladiator on me, •• 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
Al ice! Al ice? Alice? Al ice? 
A 1 ice! 
Shooting of Julian LAWYER: 
through "Crow" speech It was an accident. 
Act 111 
Julian's death JULIAN: 
speech. Act Ill I have not imagined dying. 
SOUND CUE 
(Octandre) by Varese 
Dream music, 11 Bergi n11 
from Sound Track of 
Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf? 
Same as Cue 7 
Dream Music, "Bergin" 
from Sound Track of Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
10 seconds of heart beats 
Music, "Heartbeats," from 
album SHOCK by the Creed 
Taylor Orchestra. 
COMMENTS 
5 seconds fade in up, 
medium full fade out with 
lights at beginning of 
Scene 111. 
Total time: A pproximately 
3 minutes 45 seconds; Whole 
cue is barely audible; 
steady build with the scene, 
reaches peak at "Stop that" 
Fast out. 
Total time: 35 seconds Up' 
full immediately drop to 
medium 5 seconds fade out. 
Total time: Approximately 8 
minutes; whole cue is 
barely audible; gradual 
fade in and out; peaks during 
"Crow" speech. 
Total time: Approximately 3 
minutes; whole cue is barely 
audible. 
SOUND 
CUE 
NUMBER 
15 
16 
17 
CUE SHEET (Continued) 
TEXTUAL 
LO CATI ON 
Julian's death 
speech. Act Ill 
Julian's death 
speech Act I I I 
Julian's death 
Act 111 
CUE LI NE 
JULIAN: 
I DEMAND THY PRESENCE, ALICE! 
JULI AN: 
How long wilt thous hide they face 
from me? 
JUL IAN: 
The bridegroom waits for thee, my 
Alice ••• 
SOUND CUE 
Heartbeats 
Music, "Heartbeats," from 
Shock album by the Creed 
Taylor Orchestra. 
Heartbeats 
COMMENTS 
Total time: Approximately 
minute. Medium level; no 
fade in begin immediately 
after Cue 14. 
Total time: Approximately 1 
minute. Medium level; 
no fade in; begin immediately 
after Cue 15. 
To end of play. Begin medium 
1eve1 immediate 1 y after Cue ' 
16; fade up to full. 
Continue 5 heartbeats after 
"I accept • . • thy • 
wi 11 • • • 
CHAPTER X 
PROMOTION 
I. PROMOTION PLANNING 
The advertising of TINY ALICE centered around articles printed in 
each of three circulations, including two college publications and one 
regional daily newspaper. General promotion was directed toward TINY 
ALICE as being a drama of great significance to the American theatre, 
containing a highly controversial themal element. 
11. PROMOTION RECORD 
• 
Don Boros Will Direct 
'T Alice' 
An experimental gradu-
ate thesis production of 
Edward Albee' s powerful 
drama, Tiny Alice, has 
been added to the spring 
theater offerings of the de-
partment of speech and 
dramatic art. 
Directed by Don Boros, 
Little Falls, it will be the 
first production lo be stage 
by a graduate student in 
partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for a master 
of arts degree. 
The play will be pre-
sented in the Grey Campus 
Laboratory School auditori-
um April 13-15. 
Edward Albee, one of 
America's most successful 
recent playwrights, 
haps best known 
shattering drama, 
Afraid of Virpaia 
Boldly striking out 
The 
new territory, Albee in 
Tiny Alice, has written 
his most stimulating and 
provocative work to date. 
Richard Watts Jr., critic 
for the New York Post, 
described it as "beautifully 
written. It has a steady 
theatrical fascination and 
never fails to be dramati-
cally intriguing. Edward 
Albee writes like an angel 
of darkness and the prose 
in Tiny Alice has a dis-
tinction rare even in the 
best American plays." 
The cast includes Boq_nie 
Bauer as Alice, Robert :(;. 
Fuglem as Julian, f>.ais 
Kral as Butler, James B. 
Robinson as Lawyer, and 
Bruce Baldwin as Cardinal. 
Admission is free but 
tickets must be obtained at 
the Stewart Hall box office 
beginning Moaday. 
s.-.. 
College Fmng Petitions Available 
Chronicle 
Boros Directs 
College Drama 
An experimental production 
of Edward Albee's powerful 
drama, "Tiny Alice," will be 
presented Thursday through 
Saturday, April 13·15, at St. 
Cloud State College. Perform· 
ances are scheduJcd for 8 p.m. 
in Gray Campus School Audi· 
tori um. 
Directed by Don Boros, grad· 
uate student from Little Falls, 
the play is the first production 
to be staged by a St. Cloud 
graduate student in partial ful· 
fillment of requirements for a 
master of arts degree in speet:h 
and dramatic art. 
Albee, one of America's most 
successful contemporary play· 
wrights, is best known for his 
shattering dram a, "Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" 
Although there is no admis· 
sion charge, tickets must be 
obta.ined in advance at the 
Stewart Han box o.ffice. · 
Cl) 
OJ) 
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'Alice' Marks Experiment 
As Grad Thesis Project 
April 13-15 will mark the 
dates of the first experimental 
graduate thesis production to 
be offered by the department 
of speech and dramatic art. 
Edward Albee's drama of 
malevolence and evi l, Tiny 
Alice, will be presented in 
Gray Campus Laboratory 
School auditorium under the 
direction of graduate udent, 
Don Boros. 
A production thesis, said 
Bo ros, "Combines the prac-
tical play production experi-
ence with a written analysis 
of the procedure· a nd the di-
rector's interpretation." He 
calls the production "prepara-
tory research for the thesis 
paper in which everything 
must be defended in specific 
elaboration , a nd every aspect 
of the play production must 
be analyzed." 
"TINY ALICE lends it-
self very nicely to a project of 
this nature because of its am-
biguity. The director can at-
tack the problems of interpre-
tation in many ways and is 
allowed a great deal of free-
dom in settling on an inter-
pretation," said Boros. 
He continued, "The entire 
company is faced with excit-
ing and challenging questions 
which are posed because of 
the high degree of symbolism 
in the script. 
These problems must not only 
be worked out by the com 
pany, but also must be an-
swered in the written evalua-
tion of the production." 
Tickets for the production 
may be obtained at the Ste-
wart Hall box office from 9 
a.m . to 4 p.m. Monday thru 
Friday. There is no charge or 
fee statement requirement, 
but students and faculty mem-
bers m ust get reserved scat 
tickets at the box office. 
The College Chronicle 
TER "SINISTER" and blasphemous,'' 
Edward Albee's Tiny Alice will be performed Thurs-
day through Saturday under the direction of grad-
uate student Don Boros. 
7inyA/ice' Productionp1o Open: 
'Wonder' Is Termed 'Big, Brutal/ 
"Big and brutal as an Eliz- duction director of Tiny . . . 
abetha n tragedy, sinister and Alice. Following the presenta- ment •.n the co nstant pro b1.ng 
blasphemous as a black mass, tion of the play, Don will be- h~cessary .to come to grips 
m ore depraved than any gin the arduous task of writ- wit~ th~ highly a~stract sym-
drama yet produced on the A- ing the production thesis in bolism tnherrent tn the play. 
merican stage, it is also, in its partial fu lfillmen t o f the re- ASS ISTING BO ROS in 
own evil, cynical way, a theat- quirements for his master of the ad visory capacit ies are Or. 
rical wonder." arts degree. Arthur L. .H ow~n , Robert 
This is the way Boston Don finds the play to be W. Deverea~ Joe Zend-
cr itic, Elliot N orton. des- ideally suited to a project of er. Scene designer is Gary 
cribed what SCS audiences th is nature fo r "It is symbolic, Schattschneider 
will witness on Thursday, it can be given any number Curtain tim&it 8 p .m. pn 
Friday, and Saturday even- of interpretations, a nd most April 13-15. A few tickets 
~ngs when Edward Albee's of all, it's exciting.•· Cast sti ll remain an~may be ob-
Tiny Alice .will be presented members R obert Fuglem as tained at the Stewart Hall'box 
in the Campus Laboratory Julian, Bonnie Ba uer as Alice, office from 9 a.m. w 4 ' 
School a uditorium . Denis Kral as Butler, James through Friday. 
Represeming a high R obinson as Lawyer, and charge or fee 
point in the growth of the Bruce ·Bald'.;Vin m; Cardinal, quirement, b~ 
!-'raduate program of the de- share the director's excite- by reserved seat 
partment of speech and dra-
matic a rt , the play will -be the 
fi rst thesis project to be staged 
for the public. 
~ BO ROS, 
kit for his numerous act-
ing performam:es in past pro-
ductions here and at Theatre 
L 'Homme Dieu in Alexandria 
is in complete char e as ro-
11 A THEATRICAL WONDER, 11 Edward 
A lbee's TINY ALICE will be presented 
this evening and Friday and Saturday 
nights, in the SCSC Campus Laboratory 
S c hool auditorium at 8 p. m. 
The 
College 
AWS 
General 
Election 
Vote Today 
»Chronicle 
EDWARD ALBEE'S Tiny Alice, directed by grad-
ua te student Do n Bo ros, began last night and will 
run through tonight in the Campus Lab School aud i-
ANNOUNCING 
"TINY ALICE" BY EDWARD ALBEE 
PRESENTED 
APRIL 13. 14. AND 15 
DIRECTED BY 
DONALD M . BOROS 
IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MASTER OF 
ARTS DEGREE 
AT 
ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE 
Campus Laboratory School Auditorium 
Curtain Time: 8:00 p . m. 
St. Cloud State Col lege 
Reserved Seats · Admission Free 
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CHAPTER XI 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD 
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Production Photograph~' 
LAWYER: 
••• When the stakes are high enough ••• and the hand, the kissed 
hand palsies out ••• FOR THE LOOT!! 
Act I, Scene 
Production Photograph 2 
BUTLER: 
•.. whose still waters. run qui et. Rundeep •• , 
Act I , Scene i i 
373 
*All production photographs were taken at the first dress rehearsal. 
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Produc;ion Photograph 3 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
With so much •• so many things to loathe, I must chose carefully, 
to impress you most with it. 
Act 11, Scene 
!I 
I! 
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Production Photograph 4 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
Let the fire be put out. Let the chapel be saved; let the fire not 
spread; let us not be consumed. 
Act II, Scene 
375 

376 
Production Photograph 5 
BUTLER: 
You play Cardinal, I'll play you. 
Act II, Scene ii 
. I 
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Production Photograph 6 
Ml SS ALI CE: 
Come marry Alice, she wants you so; she says she wants you so, come 
yourself to Alice; oh, Alice needs you and your sacrifice •.• 
Act 11, Scene iii 
• 
give 
l • 
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Production Photograph 7· 
Ml SS AL I CE: 
••. Alice! Alice? He will be yours! 
Act 11, Scene iii 
378 
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Production Photograph 8 
BUTLER: 
A' right youse guys, let's get them damn commies. 
Act Ill 

, 
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Production Photograph 9 
LAWYER: 
To JULIAN and his bride; to ALICE's wisdom, wealth and whatever. 
Act 111 
Production Photograph 10 
JULIAN: 
Consciousness, then, is pain. 
Act 111 

'Ii - ~----~ ~ 
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Production Photograph 11 
JULIAN: 
I accept thee, ALICE, for thou art come to me. 
Act Ill 
' , 

CHAPTER XI I 
CONCLUSION 
The production of TINY ALI-CE by Edward Albee which was the 
foundation of this project, proved to the -di rector that, above a 11, 
the playwright is a part of his conception as an ever-present force. 
It was found in this production that, regardless of the creativity 
and innovations of the director, actors, and technicians, Edward 
Albee's insight was a mysterious omnipresent dynamism. His influence 
was unescnpzble. 
The theatre has been- described as a "magical" art.5 During the 
actual performances of TINY /\LI CE, "things happened" which ~1ere not 
planned or contro,llable. Subjective meanings arose from objective 
portrayal, a transformational '"ender. The actors were directed to 
portray real characters with natural motivations and tangible reasons 
for their existence on the stage rn order to believe themselves and 
be believable to each other. Yet, because of the writing of Edward 
Albee, they '"ere in possession of an ominous mysticism 1·1hich transcended 
5Robert Edmond Jones, The Dramatic Imagination, (Theatre Arts 
Books: New York, 1941), p. 13b. --
r 
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the reality of the moment. A new dimension became evident, a dimension 
which \•/as not consciously deliberated. The production acquired an 
uncal cu lated effervescence. The actors repeatedly played the same 
actions they had rehearsed without being aware of the excitement being 
radiated because of the actions. It was the thought of Albee at work, 
concealed in simple dramatic interplay. 
The observation of this magical transformation was an humbling 
experience. All action was subject to the words of the script, 
yet the script relied upon the action of the stage to come alive. The 
production of TINY ALICE made the participants satisfied and humble, 
yet proud. They were an integral part of an intriguing unreality. 
This unexplainable sensation is the excitement of the art which is 
Theatre. 
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ACTOl\S 1 PERSON:\L CHARACTER COl/CEPTI ONS 
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The fol lovling is a series of questions answered by each actor 
in a character analysis paper completed during the first week of 
rehearsa I. Incorporated is an observer 1 s record of the actors 1 
reactions to this assignment. 
Each actor's character conception is included, identically 
copied from the original analysis papers • 
BUTLER 
If I were to describe the shov1 in one 1•1ord, the v1ord would be 
power. The use of the 1·10rd pov1er to.describe the show a 1 so has meaning 
in reference to the meaning of the entire show., Al 1 of the characters are 
subject to a power that moves them al 1. Whether this power comes from Alice 
is something I am in question about. If the power does come from Alice why 
is she as mucb subject to it as everyone else? At the end of the show she 
is as pov1erless to remain with Julian as Julian is to remain with her. 
The Butler has an interesting function in this respect. It seems to 
be his task to keep the other peo"ple in line. He forces the other characters 
to carry out the intended mission, This is shown quite strongly in the 
scene between him and the lawyer. The Butler in this scene seems to be 
te 11 i ng the Lawyer to keep coo I. A 1 ice vii 11 come back to you and we wi 11 a 11 
accomplish our mission and move along. 
As far as <in over a 11 meaning of the show is concerned, at this point I 
be 1 i eve the sh01~ points out the power of ev i 1 in the Uni verse as symbo 1 i zed 
by the model. I think that the model or universe is the thing that controJ.s 
all the characters. Since in my opinion the model is evil, so also the 
univer~e fs evi1 and thi$ evil rules everyone. 
\'j1hi:!t is the role of each charecter in reference to this meaning? /\lice 
rcpresents,God in tha sh01·1. This is shown throughout the sho1·1 by her mother 
son relationship to Julian; who represents Christ. It is also shown very 
clearly in the death scene when Julian substitutes God for Alice. Both the 
Lawyer anc the Outler o:re poviers.of evil. But, they 2re t1,10 types of evil. 
The Lawyer is the m::ni fcstati on of ro:w cruel evi 1. He has no compassion in 
~nythins. He w2nts only what ~e~efits him and the mission. The D~tler is a 
reprcsentati'le of dcat:1 as an evi 1. ,\s this force he may be the most 
powerful figure in the show, :,ec3use all of the characters, with the exception 
of TlllY ALICE are subject to him. The Cardinal is a symbol of the Church on 
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earth. Julian is a Christ symbol in the show. He fulfills this role in a 
number of w<:ys. First, he is sacrificed at the end of the show in a way 
which resembles Christ's crucifiction. Albee makes this quite obvious in 
the 1 i nes and symbo 1 ism. Second, if we accept the ro 1 e of A 1 ice as a mot:1er 
to Julian; he then become~ a child of God. Third, Julian is killed by the 
force of evil in the model (Universe). The Cardinal, like the church in 
Christ's time, allows Julian to be killed. 
The Butler is the character· I have the most trouble fitting into this 
crucifiction picture. I still believe he literally gives Julian the kiss of 
death at the end of the show·. From the start of the show the Butler is 
fairly friendly to Julian and it is only through death that Julian can perform 
his role as a scapegoat. This again involves the Christ symbol. 
In brief then the show has to do with God sacrificing his son Christ 
to the evil in the \1orld or universe. The money which the Cardinal gets is 
a token of the great benefits that the earth received by Christ's death. 
The Butler's purpose in the sho~! is to see that everything ~1orks as it 
is supposed to. Vi th his final desire being to see Julian marry Miss Alice 
<ind then be left behind in the model. The Butler does get ~1hat he \~ants by 
the end of the show. 
In the first scene the But I er appears in he ~1ants to get to know more 
about Julian. He ~ay already know everything, but that is unimportant to 
how I intend to play the scene. Also he wished to acquaint Julian with himself 
and the house to some extent. I think it is important that the Butler establish 
himself as a friend of Julian in this first scene. For the most part I think 
the Butler accomplishes all of his tasks in this scene, I think the Butler 
has come from one of his domestic tasks around the house and is coming to the 
I i brnry because he knm·!s that Juli an is there and he wants to ta 1 k to him to 
sain information. \/hen he leaves this scene he is taking Julian to meet Miss 
Alice. \!hen he leaves Alice's apartment after sho~ling Julian up he goes back 
cm-m to the library to clean or dust and also watch the model., ~1hich is one 
of Butler's fovorite <:nd necessary tasks. He ~latches the 1:1odel becau~e he 
~~st l:ecp or~er in t~2 universe or house, which ever you prefer. I ~on 1 t 
t~in!~ ~~c book Cfvcs any i~dic2tion of tine, but I think of it OS bein0 in 
the 1:1iC:-morning, beci'.luse this seems" logical ti1:1e for· an eppoint1:1ent to see 
f1iss.:~Iicc. 
In the next scene the Butler appears in he hes just co1:1e from eeting 
Cin:icr .. r::c time is evc.1ing .Jnd the Sutler c:r::e to t:;c libr2r~1 ".:o loo~: 0'/'3r 
t~c ~o~cl to sec if the !~~usehold w2s in or~er. He a~nounccs th:t Juli~n is 
coming up anc advises Alice and the Lawyer to break it up. The Butler is 
egain trying to keep orc'.er and see to it that the two others don't frishten 
Juli2n c:noJay. He cccor.iplisl-:es :-:is missio:i c.o.Jin. \i'hen ::e lcc:vcs t'.1e sce:ie 
he i5 soins to ?Ut otit ~:~e ff re in t~e c~apcl. 
!:;:enc Tt·:o of :.ct Tt·:o t.::~e$ place in the afternoon t·!hi Je J 1Jl i .:n .:nd 
i\licc arc out ridi:ig. T!1e Butler 1t1::s i:i t'.-12 libr~ry 2g~in bec.:use it is 
his f2,'/0ritc ?1.JCC in th..; f;ouse; t'.1at is '.·.1:1er'e t~e node1 is. r:1e Dutlcr 1 s 
?Ur;:>o5~ in ~'.1c sccilc is to odvise end c.Jlm drno.Jn the Let·1yer. He knot·Js that 
Alice and Juli~n are 1:1oving together and that there is nothing to worry ~bout 
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and he tells the Lvwyer t:1ese thlnss. He also spells out some of the future 
pl~ns about the LlErric5c. ~nether clement of the scene is t~2t the Butler 
plays 1•ilth th~ L~·:1y:or c: good deal and shO\·:s a good deal of his po•tJer over 
hir.i. ~:hen the Butler lec:ves he Is soing to the chapel to set it reac;y for 
the 1·1eddi n!J. 
In P.ct r:1ree the Outler has just come from a closet v1:1ere he got the 
sheets. The time is shortly after the v1edding ceremony in afternoon. The 
Butler's purpose in this scene is to make sure that all is in order. This 
applies equclly well to the house and the situation and plans for Julian. 
Again the Outler sets what he v1ants from the scene. The house is in order 
and Julian is taken care of. As to where they are going to after the 
scene; I am not so sure. Albee makes reference to going south, but I doubt 
if I choose to belie•;e that this has its usual meaning. I prefer to think 
that they are al I going on to another model, v:here probably the same thino 
or a similar thing is going to take place. 
,!';,s to tre significance of the model; I feel I have alreudy mentioned 
that. I really don't or can't say who built the model. However, it seems 
that Alice had it built by her servants, possibly me. Or, she may have 
built It herself. 
From Alice the Butler wants her usual performance. He receives this. 
The same is true of the Lawyer. From the Cardinal he 1•ants Juli an. He gets 
th1s. From Julian he wants f1rst, his confidence, and then eventually his 
innocence and finally his life or subordination to the concept of the model. 
At present I find it Impossible to elaborate on this further, but I feel that 
if I understand what the Butler wants from the characters on a superficial 
level in each scene, I can play the scene. 
tend to think of the Butler as an elephant. l base this on several 
thfngs. An elephent is a po1·1erful creature in the jungle. But, while he is 
po•11crful :1e is still not master over his own destiny. He is still ruled by 
the overul 1 laws of the jungle. I think this has a close resemblence to the 
role that the Butler plays in the show. He is powerful, but he is still not 
his own master; he Is subject to the same power that controls all of the 
characters; Miss Alice~ Also, an elephant is a gentle animal and one which 
is hard to arouse. But, all the time there is this tremendous power lying 
just under the skin. 
I think of the Lm·1yer as a rat. I think this follows in terms of an 
image of evil and perverseness. A rat is not much when it comes to really 
fending for himself, but he is good at cleaning up the leavings of other 
animals, Also, a rat can be very cruel and mean if he is forced to be. Why 
I picked a rat may seem a little unclear right now, but all I know is that 
the concept of the Lawyer running about doing other people's bidding seems 
right in connection with my concept of a rat. 
see Julian as an earth worm. !lot because earthworms are always low 
creatures or are loathesome, but because they have no bacl{bone. You can do 
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almost an)'thing v1ith an eartb~orm. He may protest a 1 ittle while you are 
putting him on tre hook, out he i·1i 11 never be strong enough to get 21oay. 
t.1 so, e:::rthworms are not very hard to catch. They don't run from you 
bec;:use t:1ey Ci::n 1 t s~e you until it's too late, I think there arc a sreat 
m:ny similarities between the character of en earthworm end the character 
of Juli an. 
Alice is to me a killer tigress. She is capable of love, but a force 
inside her makes her kill. Just as the tiger loves some other creatures so 
also Alice loves Julian, but ~or all of her love there is another part of 
her l':hich forces ber to act in such a ""ay that causes Julian's de2th. If I 
coulci h.:ve thought of an animal that Id l ls something that it loves ;:. great. 
de<il, then I \·1ould feel I had the proper animals. 
I find the Cardinal the hardest of all to compare to an animal. He is 
probably most like" dove \'1:10 protests 1·1hen his scwab is removed from the nest, 
but is p0\•1er 1 ess to stop it. The sorro\'1 does not 1 ast 1 ong for the dove and 
it also does not last long for the Cardinal because he soon realizes that 
if they hadn 1 t taken the scwab they might have taken him and besides, both 
the dove and the Cardinal are well fed for their trouble. 
For the character of Julian I think the etching The Slaughtered OX 
by Rembrandt is appropriate, because Rembrandt intended°"Tt to be a type of 
crucifiction and that is what I see Julian as; a type of crucified character. 
For Alice I selected another Rembrandt painting, Bathsheba. I think 
it is good for the character of Alice because the woman is doing something 
that she doesn't really want to and there is an element of this in Alice's 
character i3t the end of the shov1. 
The painting I chose for the Lawyer is another Rembrandt, It is his 
painting Jan Six. In this painting I am concerned only with the appearance 
of the character and not with the meaning of the painting. The man in the 
painting looks like the way I have the Lawyer pictured in my mind. He has 
a hard, shrewd look on his face and this is the v1ay I have the Lawyer 
pictured. 
For the Cardinal I have chosen an El Greco painting. El Greco 
distorted his figures and the Cardinal in the sho1·1 is also distorted morally. 
Aside from this, the painting Cardi na 1 Don Fernando ;.Ji no DeGuevara represents 
a good stereotype of what cardinals Jooklike, and t'ii"eeardinal in the show 
should also be a type of stereotype. 
Don't worry Don, I 1 11 find a painting of the Butler by the time the 
paper is finished; maybe. 
picture the Butler being in black during the entire shO\o, This is in 
keeping with his allegorical role and his great pride in being a Butler. If 
the Butler took off his Butler out-fit he would lose his identity, because he 
has no other name, Of course he would wear the usual white shirt, so he would 
not be in total black. 
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The Butler is a very typical looking Butler. That is, he looks like 
the stereotype of a Butler. I sec him as a Sebastian Cabot Butler, or in 
other 1vords a slightly or very fat, wcl 1-cultured, wel 1-educated man; a 
gentleman's aentleman. However, I don't intend to gain any weight or use 
peddins, because he is not strictly spea~lng a comic character. He is 
~iGdlc-€geC to slightly over miGdlc age with 8 deeply chcractcrized face. 
He has a st2tely wal!~ a~d ~annerisms. 
The texture of the Butler's clothing is like his character; smooth 
on the outsice but roush inside. He ::iig:1t almost have a sl1iny silk outeit 
on 011t sur1u;J unc'.cri-.•ear. The Butler !ikes the roush under\•:ear bec2us2 it 
l~cQpS hi;.1 r:Jcrt .:r.d .:1::~!~e. 
,\ r:ianner i S"1 1·1!1 i ch the But 1 er might use throughout the show is a 
continuous picking of lint from his clothes. This is in keeping vii th the 
meticulous type of character I visualize. I think he selects his words 
c2refu11'/ and is r2rcly l--.2ph2:2rd in his use of them. :, n12n like thct \•:ot•lcl 
~Isa ~ever~· co~c~rne~ ~rt~ his personal appearance. i\lso, this is in 
!~eepir.9 v1it:1 hi$ joJ .:::s tr.e man who keep the other charucters in order und 
I c~n z1most see him pic!~lng lint off of other characters he comes In close 
contact with. Of course, this would hava to be well-timed and used very 
spnringly. 
I think that a feather duster might be a good prop for the Butler to 
use In r.ian\' pl2ces in the sho•tJ and he might have it al•iays 1•1ith him just in 
case some dust happened to set in his way. It would have to be made in such 
o wa:' that it \·mu 1 d not 9et in the 1·1ay and cou 1 d be hung somev1here on h Is 
iJod"/ so th~t he could have his hands free to use other props and gesture. 
!.gain I think it is quite in keeping 1·1i th his role h t~e shO\v and as I 
1-1rlte this I cnn think of o number of p,laces where it mig:1t be used. 
Outside the c<:stl e feel there should be another model and "'e should 
b<" in t:12t r.iodel. This is.more in keeping ~lith the meaning thnt the show hc:s 
to me, but for practical reesons having to do 1·!ith the fact that we are soina 
c:way, I see a large grounds which is "1el I kept. This is sti 11 not out of 
style with the idea of a model v1ithin a model it only varies the idea a 
little. '.4e may all be going to another series of models or another dimension. 
think that I have already stated my function in the household as 
being one of keeping things in order. My relationship with the Lawyer is a 
strange one. We are both In Miss Alice's service, but his is subserviant to 
me. This is brought out most clearly in the scene where the Butler tells the 
La.iyer that he had better watch his emotions and then tells him ubout the 
wedding. I don 1 t be 1 i eve that the Lawyer and the But J er ·are having a homo-
sexua I affair. I think that the Sutler is only teasing the La1~yer c:bout his 
problem. I think that the Lawyer realizes·hls position ~Jith the Butler and 
the two of.them get along ~Jell in the show, if such a thing is posslble. 
There may be some rivalry behieen them over Alice but the Lawyer believes 
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that Alice has dumped the Butler for· him and there is nothing going on be-
tween them. I don't think this is the exact relationship. While I don't 
believe that Alice dumped him. Rather, I think that the Butler discontinued 
the affair. I take this view because Alice In several places shows a degree 
of affection for the Butler. 
THE CARD I NAL 
Birds •••• Noise; 
The birds are alive, they are in the large cage in the garden. I have 
birds so that I can have someone to thlk to, someone without any sexual.or 
personality stimulation--an outlet from the sensuality of Berther Julian and 
others; priests, bishops, and another occasional lay-brother. So the birds 
are primarily an outlet used in the mornf'ng before the overburdening chores 
of the office overtake me and 1 ate in the evening when the birds are qui et I y 
pi rched upon the tt"i gs, cool ng soft I y. The card i na 1 s are not too hilppy be Ing 
caged up since they are not a domestic bird, but that doesn't bother my 
conscience, since, in a t•ay, I am like the birds--caged in the robes I must 
wear, the station in life I must maintain. 
The birds ••I thin the forma 1 garden are within the cage upon some rocks 
with a little pond belm·i them, some water plants grm·1ing in the water, hiding 
the concrete bottom. Foliage abounds in this gurden with wicker chairs here 
znd there, a sma 11 tab 1 e bet1·1een two of them and fl at roc!<s that 1 cc:d to the 
b.:ck door of the residence. Aside fro:n the flat roc:,s t:1e ground is a thick 
gro1·1th of tlc2 finest grass vihich I at times enjoy sensu<Jlly in the early 
::-.crning v1hen the dev1 is still present by removing my slippers and gingerly 
prance upon the bristly, moist, lavishly green growth. It is at this early 
hour, let us say 6:30 (I try to be pur.ctu<:l, people e;cpect t:1at of a C::rc'in2l), 
that I enjoy communion 1Jith the cwrdinals (birds) by mockingly presentin!) the 
blessed sccrc:nent of 0read cru::ibs, water, and He<:irts Mount<iin, cc:ncry fooc 
(<Jfter all tl,ey co need so::icthing stable), myself in bare feet with a moist 
feel ins up to ::iy c:nkles. !1fter this hcppy ceremony I retire to the residence 
for my morning feeding, prepared by a mild-mannered servant, a friend of 
Julian's, that arrives early and sets everything in order, thank God for 
servants. The kitcher.i and breakfast nook look out into a small trellised 
porch that is on the opposite end of the forma 1 garden from the birds. Other 
rooms in the modest residence include on the main floor, a dining room 11ith 
a crystal chandelier, a modest living room, suitable for small parties of 
the clergy, shall we say seventy-five people or less, and two other rooms, 
a pantry and a room for tidying up. This last room is quite large and 
elaborately decorated in Louis XVI motif. A few religious paintings in the 
living room and dining room, with numerous religious symbols and relics all 
over the place (God). The second floor contains the bedrooms (3) and the 
study, the chapel being in the attic. Brother Julian sleeps next to my room 
at the far end of the hall where we are not disturbed, next the study, and 
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closest to the steirs is the guest room. The study is forbidden to anyone 
outside of Julian and the servant and myself. In r.iy room, e fourposter and 
elaborate pinl: motif throughout. To the trained eye there is not visible 
any religious symbol or relic, Jet alone religious paintings. So much for 
tlte house, the chapel is sr.iall and not worth mentioning, Julian will tell 
you about i t. 
There is nothing odd about me, at least to myself, in fact I rarely 
think about the oddities that people conjure up to see into a person. However, 
suffice it to say, that I do have an occasional asthmatic attack, probably 
due to the early morning de1~ on my feet, and am currently under the care of 
a loyal doctor that has supplied me with a suitable number of anti-histamines 
and atomizers, which I can never remember to take on time and 1~hen I do take 
the pills it is usually in the evening after some port, and everyone knm·1s 
·what a heodache t~at creates. Also, there is a slight problem with my 
salivary glands that people find annoying once and a while. There is one 
other problem which I would rather not mention but since we are being quite 
candid I feel I must, that is the problem that I fe<lr I shall soon have to have 
~n oper~tion for, the Prostrate~ ls acting up. 
O~, •::ell, lets get on to som;:,thing else. 
of '.Jcir.g .:: S\·.1 inc, thut I slip, grovel, slobber, 
I Ccny this nccusati on. Perh2ps r.l',' record \-Ji 11 
Some people hcve cccuscc r.Je 
etc. \!e 11, 1 et me s2;1 th:it 
spea!t for itself. 
I on 1 y kne".·J my pc rents fr:im 1·1hut my deer departed gr2ndmother t:i l d r.ie 
end thnt I c'o not care to mention here since \·Je el 1 i:no1·1 fror.i 11hcnce I came • 
. ~t t:~e e::c of 12 l i·J8S J:;ft to ~upport oy grc:ndmother ~tho h=:s te!-:en i 11 2nd 
\1as forcec to remain in convalescence at the t~10 room flat. I found a job 
running for an independent stock broker, the kind that did not have a booth 
Inside the.farsc building but sold there stocks in 3 nearby vac<lnt lot under 
12rge umbrel les. T'1c~' 1-zd 1 ittlc cancer~ z'.oout t:1e \•:catr.er ar:d r<li~, sleet, 
ar !:ir.c1,•: diC.: not interfere 1·.rith their bcrtering. I 8njo~1ed tr.e v:ork ,1er;1 ;.iuc~ 
i::lt:;oush ~he p~y, $3 a ~:2e!~, i1as Tittle to st.:pport us •. '\fter three ye:+rs o:-
tireless· running ancl 2n occasional trip inside the large building, I enterc~, 
quite~'.' .::ccident, into c:n acquaintcnce vJith e r.iorc cst2bli~'.1cd stock bro~er 
t:1ct h;::d a C<:!Je inside tho large building. Cne day this brol:er offered me a 
job since his boy hac! left unexpected, I coulc!n't resist the $15 offer and 
tJas soon csta~lishcd within the 1orse darn~ of the rn2ssive building. From 
there it 11as little trouble to work my way up and by the 3ge of ~l I w<:s 
consiclcrnd <: pro::iisi,og youns junior executive. Meantimz, I v!as also :-ttending 
the scl-.ool <:lthoush not quite ;is regularly cs hoped. I would devote r.J~' 
morni~gs to the clns~roo~ ~nd rny war!: thereafter until sunset. After ~or!:, 
in m~· l<::tcr yecrs, (15-19), I 11ould meet a fe~1 friends and .we 1~ould h<lve 2 
meetlns, oc sorts. Let r.1e get bac!< to the ·stoc!: broker. 
\/hen I 1·12s 23 my boss 2nd only o~:ner of thl s cage suddenly tool: 111 
one day and fell dead on the fl oar of the exch2nge. Si nee the business vli35 
in such a turmoi 1 for the next few days I took over and ran it. The boss's 
1vife, nm·1 a widmv, vias ple<:lsed by my action and decided to continue me as the 
lie<>d of the firm. Fror.J there I ei:panded and took on 2 few peop 1 e under me, 
mostly young boys around 12, much like myself at that age. I treated them 
well and business boomed for us. \lhen I was 29, my influence in the financial 
~10 r l d had i ncrea sed to the point tila t I was as l:ecl by the church to becor.ie an 
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acvisor into their problems. ':Jell, I discovered that this business was 
more to my liking and soon took over all of the finances of the church in 
this large city. After the crash of '29, my only mistake, the church was 
at some loss, I decided that I must stick with it even though I must admit 
that I would ha1 e favored a leap from a high building. So it was that I 
became married to the church in 1930. From then on, it has been one 
appointment after another, unti I six years ago.,11hen on a trip to the 
Vatican I was appointed a Prince of the Church. 
t,ct I, scene l. It is about 10:30 in the morning, the dew has burt 
off of tl-:e gr<::ss and t:1e sun is shining. I have been told that I have a 
visitor and directed t:1c servant to take hira to the garden to wait, while 
finish my morning to i I et, and have the servant wssh my feet. It hns been 20 
minutes since the visitor has been let to the garden that I am.ready to 
receive him as he talks to the cardinals. I am struck by the similarity 
of his actions with those of the famous St. Francis and take great pride in 
elaborating upon this idea. 
Because this La1~yer 1·1as an old school chum, I enjoy, up to a point, 
the banter between the two of us. I be! ieve my objective ~1ould be to make 
him rev ea 1 himself. However, there is a change and I become greedy ut the 
mention of money, lots of money, something I haven't seen for many years, 
something that could replenish my lavish"taste. I let my guard fal 1 and he 
smacks me a good one in my privzte parts, after which I succumb to his 
fiendish slander until at last I am only relieved by his absence, knowing that 
I must meet again with him in the near future. 
Later in the morning 
the cheuffer driven Bently. 
consult with Julian and send him on his way in 
I continue 1·:ith the daily business, ~!hich I um not all together fond 
of unt i I I ate in the afternoon, Ju 1 i an arrives with the confusing story of 
his· meeting with Miss Alice. He describes the house in which she resides and 
tells me everything t!iat too:: place, even though I am not his confessor, I 
i:S!: hi::i .:bout his reli::tion with 11iss P.1ice ai:d em.concerned over the f.:ict 
ti:at :-:c must m~:,e ~L!'.J$equent visits to thc'.~lice residence before deli•1erir:s 
tr.c r.1oncy. In;: 1;ord, at t:1e end o:' ,\ct I, I ;:m intensely jealous of this 
Hiss Alice and fear the inevit<::ble, and my evening bliss. Hy suspicions are 
proven true when at the end of Act II Julian approaches rae witl1 the idea that 
he is intc~ding to marry l·:ios /,lice and ~:ould li!<e me to perform the ceremon~·. 
!'.y r~ge is over?O"::ered by the sreec o-:' r.".oncy and I consent, at t'.1i s point, I 
wi 11 conscn: to almost :J~y:hing for the untold wealth at my doorste?. 
The r.12rriage performed, I feel oblicated to go to r.iy re5idence before 
arriving at the Alice rzside~ce.for the anticipated reception, of course, my 
real reason is to pick up the loot, although I am not sure if I will be able 
to maintain the proper attitude of acceptance df Julian's marriage for r.iuch 
lonser. ·I arrive at the house of Miss Alice ten minutes after leaving my 
residence, the house is 1<ei°l lit as the Bently drives up the curving drive. 
It sccm5, in fact, that every room is lit up as if there was some gals 
celebration under way. This cheers me up as much as is possible under so 
somber an occasion as losing one's lover • 
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Therefore, I enter in .\ct Ill, with a certain air of joviality, 1~illing 
to condescend to anyone's 1-1ishes, I find however, that the exernal brilliance 
is not present once inside, In fact, I find a rather upset Julian. This does 
not p I ecse me, after a 11 I too have sacrificed for him end fee I that he 
should at least be grateful. There were a fe1r1 short benters 1·1i th the hyena 
of a Lewyer but I do not 11ish to belabor the dislike and do not say too much, 
after ell I do not wish to advertise our past school chum days. I tolerate 
Juli<rn. I am at first surprised when the lawyer takes o.ut the pistol but 
soon reali~e the game and decide to play along in order to fulfill my 01r1n 
dis! il:e for the unio'1 that has creGtcd so much lousy jealousy. So, I play 
the gc:r:ie, tukc mone~1 .Jnd 1 eave. 
From <::n actor's point of view, my character v1ants money from the play, 
if through other rehearsals I find that there is :nore, I will use it. 
The color of the cardinal is red. In the garden my smock should be 
some shade of red of course 1·1eave vii th fine s i 1 k undergarements. The appare I 
for the reception should be a simple dress suit 1r1ith the appropriate clerical 
garb under the jacket. Preferably the clerical garb should be of a dark red 
color of silk. 
The importance of religion in the character is superficially the prime 
mover. 
About the only props I would use as the cardinal are a cross of my 
faith, the ring of office and a silk handkerchief. 
The distance from the cardinal's residence to the castle is ten minutes 
by car. Perhaps t110 and one-half mi Jes through the city. 
The best animal for the cardinal at the beginning of the play is the 
swine, if not in physical characteristics then in habits and manners. In Act 3 
the swine ~isE~?c=rs as I believe it would in progressfon es the gift of 
r11on2: 1 is pu-:: off for~ tim;;, l.1nti l fin2lly the c~rdinal degenerates into a 
bl inC: sl:ee::i, dumb, 1"i 11 ing to fol lm·1 the leader, the la1·1;'er. 
Metaphor ... s:1.:im •.. .:::rrogant, pompous, zon of u bitch. l\nd a pis 
JULl:\U 
1. './h;:it is the Importance of t~e mocie I? 
It repre£ent~ 2:1 that .;lice, Cutler, Le~ycr and C~r2i~z1 2re Ji·1ins 
for. It's t~eir God, i:i n me~ner of spe2!dn9. It represents the infinity 
of the universe. It h;::s a ruler, Tiny Alice. 
2. \lho built the model? 
A Ii ce had parents who died 'llhen she v:as very youna. Her ~atl·er 1,as 
2n e;~trcf'i;c\y \•Jcalthy rJun c:.n~ v1anted e model bui 1t -7or :.lice to hc.v2, so he 
h~C j~ 0~ilt ;y wn expert cur?e~tcr. 
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3. \-.':1Jt ... 'c-25 t:;.:- :ncc!cl r:;32n to ce? 
It rc~rcsc.1t:::: c·,1cr~1thing t'.1.:t is un!~not .. 1n or c::n't bz unC:erstooc'. I, 
too rec! t~:t it rc~rc~e~ts tl1G Universe. 
'•. C~o~~c c col~r for me. \:~y that one? 
:=-or Ju1i£:.1 i c:1ose a bur9undy, Ie2ning tovtard a roy~l purple.· It is 
l i g:1tcr .:t t~1c start of t!1e ~ 1 v.y t:1en at the end. It gets deeper .:ind 
dcrker QS t~c ~Joy prosresses. I chose it because it seemed to fit 
psyc::olo:;iccll~'· I do not exc:ctly !:no1•1 •:1hy it docs, it just coes. It 
c:1~nses 2s the play progresses b-ecause the plt::y itself gets Curker. This 
~ould affect all the c:i=ractcrs, cspeci2lly Julien. 
5. ·.1:1ct d::ies Julian loo!' 1 ike? 
Hi!: huir is G~r!.( 1 but not Ol~ck. Ile is abol!t 5 1 101: end JL~5 pounds. 
He is not ch~~~~ or cv2n c little f2t. He is well ~uilt but not muscul~r. 
lie is 0-drly lis~t ccr.:plectecl 1·iith ·ceatures that arc distinct, but not s:1arp. 
C Give Julian o~e quir!:. 
He fidgets with a ring he wears on his left hand. 
7. Uhat is one prop that fits Julian? ~hy? 
~ cross with one of its stones missing. 
8. One item of clothins for each scene. \/h)'? \/hat is its texture for the 
'"hole p I ;:.y? 
A robe throuc;hout Act One, 2nd Act T1·m scenes one .:ind two. In Scene 
three he is dressed in an English riding outfit. Throughout Act three he 
wears a suit. I chose each because of the situation surrounding each act or 
scene it 1·1as '"om in. The texture for the entire play is thick, almost like 
velery velvet. 
" Describe the entire play in one word. Reasons. 
-· The play, on one word is--"Hhat"? I chose that because for one reason, 
t:1e p 1 cy, at this stage of development is not cl ear. It does not make too 
much sense. I am confused as to the overa I l meaning. 
10. \/hat do 1•1ant in the play? Act? Scene? Do I get it? 
In the.play, if I have my choice I \'lould want to serve. I also want 
sacrifice. I get it, too, In Act One I want to see Miss Alice and be 
accepted. I get it. In Act. Two, I '"ant Miss Al ice, v1hich I get. In Act 
Three I want to understand, '"hi ch I don 1 t get. In Scene T1"0 of Act One I 
want to see Alice. In Scene Three I want acceptance. I get it. In Scene 
One of Act Tv10 I want the chapel fixed up and to have the fire put out. I 
get that, too. In Scene Three I \'iant to talk with Miss Alice, which I get. 
ll. \/here are or am I coming from before each scene? 
Before Scene Two, Act One, I am coming from the Cardinals. A chauffeur 
drove r.1e in tho Cardinal's Rolls Royce. In Scene Three I v1as in the library. 
In Scene One, Act Tv10 I 1·1as in the 11i11e eel Jar and chapel. In Scene Three 
I came from the riding stables. I had been riding a beEutiful black stallion. 
In Act Three I came from the chapel, 1•1here I 1·ms married to Al ice. 
,. 
12. \/here ·am I 9oi ng to? 
Act I, Scene Z - to see Alice. Scene 3 - to a sitting room where 
Alice is. Jl.ct 11; Scene l - to the room vii th the model. Scene 3 - to 
Miss Alice's room. Act 111 - to roo::i with the model. 
13. l/h2t time of day is it? 
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Act I, Scene 2 - late afternoon. 
late morning. Scene 3 - late afternoon. 
Scene 3 - evening. Act 11, Scene l;, 
Act II I - late morning. 
Jl1. Pick on an animal metaphor for each character. Why? 
Me (Julian)-1 am a goat. He's innocent, but not soft like a sheep or 
lar.1b. Alice-Siamese cat-gentle looking, but tough. Cardinal-fox, sly and 
cunning. Lawyer-Jackie, hyena-dirty, cunning. Butler-pig., contented, yet 
fond. 
15. Thinl: of importance of religion to play. Is it important to the play? 
Is it important to my church? 
Julian's relationship with the Cardinal centers around Julian's faith, 
his ·sense of service and of his gratitude. ~hen Julian was~ child he 
displi'.lyed a "self-importance that l·Jas dissuised." This self-importance left 
him altogether, hm·:ever, v1hen he committed himself to the asylum. The 
CCJrdinal \·J~sn 1 t u CarGir.al at t!;e time Julian ~·Jasin t~e :.::sylt..:m, but 1:1.:.s 
in~te.::d, u priest \J>:o visiteC:: :1ospit~ls,. childrcn 1 s '.iorr:e£, prisons, olc! 
folks' homes, orp:1ana9es ~nd asy~ums. It \·!<JS .:it the as;rlum that they met 
and developed t~i-s friendship. T~e Cardln2l (priest) helped Julian very much 
to come to grips v1ith reality and also to develop Julian's undying sense of 
service, gratitude, ar.d faith in God, the Church and the Cardinal. '..':1en 
Juli<:n laft the 2s~,]um, :-~carried his iOevotecness to the Cardine:] into the 
Church \'.1h.-;:i he bcc.:r.1c a lay brotl;er.. The C.::rdinc::l enjoyed Julian's presencz 
e~d did ~en~· thi~3s for hi~, w~ic~ Julia~ returned wit~ even greater love. 
O•;er the years the C:rdincl rose to his present position 1vith its pol'1er, and 
!:ept Juli2n 1·1!th :1ir.1 ilS his private secretary. \Jith his nrnv hi£h position 
in the Church, the Cilrdinal started sluffing off his duties and becar.1e, more 
or less, greed\'. Julian's love and devotion, however, hid this from him, 
so he didn't lose his faith in the Cardinal. The Ccrdinal's po\'1er of faith 
o•;er Juli2n allowed him to have relations with Julian. He would tell him 
that It was all right, and Julian~ th his almost blind fiery faith, believed. 
Because of his devotion, Julian Is unable to see beyond the Church and the 
Cardinal, unti I he is shot at the end and he says, "All disappointments, 
all treacheries." Here, he loses his faith in the Cardinal. 
Julian's relationship with 
end sense of service. This first 
her disguise and the way that she 
off the disguise). It is cleared 
to be of service to the CL>rdinal. 
Alice also centers around Julian's faith 
meeting confuses him, h0\'1ever, because of 
treats him afterwards (after she's taken 
up, though, when he realizes his mission 
As time progresses, Julian finds that he 
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c2n and is having fun witr Miss Alice. This worries him somev1hut because, 
as he seys, "Its a commonplace that 1·1e can have too much of things. P,nd I 
hcve too much--of comfort, of surroundinzs, of ease, of kindness; of happiness. 
I am filled to bursting." He doesn't lose sight o7 his function, however, 
anc feels that he is being testec (end tempted) by many things which just 
shouldn't be. Julian becomes confused by his duties and by Alice and the 
things she does to and for him. 
As time passes, Julian and !,lice have much fun together cind enjoy 
themselves very much. Julian begins to feel something for Alice, which 
makes him self-conscious and gives him a guilty conscience. Alice, however, 
convinces him that he is sensing the Cardinal and the Church. She also 
makes him feel as though he were a martyr. \lith this feeling in Julian, then, 
Alice is able to seduce him End bring him into murriage with her. Uith 
their marriage, however, Alice rejects Julicin, which confuses and upsets 
him. \/hen he is shot, he accepts her a$ a comfort because of her feelings 
for him at the moment. But he realizes, at the end of the play, that she 
really didn't feel for '.1im, so he sn~'S ''Leave me! 11 But even thousr. !-le says 
this, he still loves Cler deeply, as is sho~·:n by his Jines 11hen he states 
11 GoG, .'.lice, Alice, GoC:. 11 Dy using thc::l side by ~idc, one con see his Gecp 
feel i :iss :=or h: r. 
Julian's relationship with the Butler is one of fun. Julian reg2rds 
the 3utler 2s his frienc from t:1e very beginning. To Jul inn, the Butler is 
2n 2;iusing fallo\•J .:ind lil".es !;ir:i very much Jec2usc of it. Tf"'is can '.Je slto~-.r:i J;1 
Juli2n 1 :; cns~:cr to 3 st2.ter:~z:-it by ."1lice -- 11 Y:-~ huvc ~ fric:-:d !".er~, .::s t!-:cy 
put it." Julian - 113utler, yes be's r~inc." The Gutler is the only person 
(at first) that Julian trusts. Later, he develops the relationship •:1ith .~lice, 
but Butler i $ the first. ~1en to1·1crd the end of .'.ct I 11, Juli an docsn' t 
c'.cs?isc trc 3utJcr {".Jr Jeins r.iixcG up \·Jith aJl this. J.\11 in c:ll, h~ trl'sts 
the Butler; that is 1~hy he tells him about the six years when he's questioned 
about this instead of tel ling the Lawyer. 
Julian's relationship with the Lawyer is almost directly opposed to 
that of the Butler. Their first meeting creates a feeling of resentment 
of dislike between them. The Lawyer hurts Julian, which causes a resentment. 
Julian also resents the fact that the Lawyer was at one time Alice's lover. 
This can be shown by part of a line delivered to Alice -- "You have allowed, 
that man-your lover-to abuse my position, his, the Church • " The Lawyer 
is the only person in the play that Julian really despises. The Lawyer,·to 
Julian, is a slinky beast. 
If I had 
wou 1 d be ev i I • 
power that runs 
LAWYER 
to sum up in one word what this play means, I think that word 
But I think I si1ould elaborate. The evil and the mistical 
through this play is quite obvious to anyone who studies it. 
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But there are a great deal that is only theoretical. A group of people 
viewing or reading this play will get completely different ideas of what a 
lot of the things in the play mean. I am not sure in my own mind yet what 
a great deal of it means. Julian could be a Christ image, or an image of 
the world. I don't know. The Butler may be the power behind this or he may 
be on an equa I footing with the Lawyer. I do be Ii eve that both the But I er 
and the Lawyer control Miss Alice in the project. She may control the Lawyer 
in a personal sense but the Lawyer in a personal sense but the Lawyer is 
able to give her orders. The Cardinal is an outsider till the third act but 
he sti II only a pawn then. Money seems to be a very persuasive thing to 
him. His relationship with Julian is quite obvious. I see him as being very 
soft on the interior with a very hard exterior. 
The major thing that I want in the play is power. I think that I 
part I y succeed. I have power over Miss A I ice and I see myse If on an equa I 
footing with the Butler. I definitely over power the Cardinal in the first 
scene with the money as my weapon. In the second scene I do not over power 
Julian and I do not get the information I want from him. But I know that 
l will win out in the end and that he will bend to me. l have the satisfaction 
in the third scene of seeing Jul i an foe I ed by Miss A I ice. In the Second Act 
I do not get what I want. The first scene with Alice, I am frustrated in my 
attempts to enjoy her body. But I do have the satisfaction of working her up. 
Of getting her to give in to me a bit. She does get through to me when she 
talks of somewhat disliking my body and my skin. In the Second scene I am 
completely frustrated in my attempts to get information on the whereabouts of 
Alice and Julian. But the idea of confronting the Cardinal gives me pleasure. 
In the Third Act l receive satisfaction in knowing that we have succeeded. 
We have Julian for Tiny Alice and now we may travel on to whatever is ahead. 
What is ahead I don't know. Possibly the same thing in another setting.' 
In the First scene I am coming from the castle of Miss Alice. 
travel by car; a Rolls-Royce. When I leave the Cardinal's Garden I return 
to tell Miss Alice that we have succeeded in attracting Julian to the castle. 
In the second scene I am coming from conferring ~Ii th Miss Alice and I have 
come down to I ook Ju Ii an over before he sees Miss A Ii ce. When I I eave I 
return to Miss Alice to give her some final briefing. When I leave in scene 
three I go back to the Library to clear up some paper work that l have to do. 
In Act Two scene one I am coming from the hallway outside where I have.been 
trying to get Miss Alice to go up to her chambers with me to make love. 
When J leave it is to go up to the chapel to put out the fire; I don't return, 
possibly I do go home. In scene two I have been searching all over the 
castle for Miss Alice and Julian. At the end of this scene we are going to 
the Cardinal's residence to tel I him of our plans. In Act Three I am going 
to see that the plan has been completed and that the money is all in my 
briefcase. I have completed all the necessary details to finalize. our deal. 
It is early afternoon in the First scene. The same in the Second 
scene. Immediately following in the Third scene. It is evening in the Fourth 
scene and late morning in the Fifth scene. Midafternoon in the Sixth scene 
and late afternoon in the last scene. 
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T~c mo~cl could be, 2s ~~s been discussed, a tJbernJc!e th•t houses 
Tir.~1 ."'.!ice. It e::iin2tcs .Jn 2·1:csor.ie power~ It is a r.1ystery. It i-Jus built 
by cractsmen in anot~cr part of Tiny Alice's domain. 
nelationships: 
Miss Alice: I \•/ant to possess her body. I want al so to have power 
over her.-1 know that she despises me but this gives me pleasure. I just 
want to overpower her, 
The Ca rd i na I : He is e man I have known a 11 my 1 i fe, We at one ti me 
t·iere I overs but now that 1 ove has turned to hate. He respect what the other 
has become but we hate him even more for it. I feel that I must have the 
satifaction of overpowering this man. I do succeed in this and it gives me 
great pleasure. 
The Butler: He and I are in charge of this operation. \·:e are both 
executives in Tiny Alice's domain. The major thing I \•!ant from him is 
respect; and a give and take relationship. 
Julian: I primarily want to over povier him also. He is a 1•1eak man 
and I can not but look down on him. For some reason he makes me mad possibly 
I am jealous of him and his relationship with the Cardinal. 
I thi0k that the metaphor of the boa-contrictor is a good one for me. 
But I think poddle-possibly I could add that of a boar. Both of these 
animals have some of the traits that I see in the character of the Lawyer. 
In the First scene I think the Boa-cocntrictor is the Lawyer as he sees his 
O?ening end twists bimself around the Cardinal. At the opening of the Second 
P.ct :ie is the boar trying v1ith sheer pmver to ,;et Alice. In the Second 
scene of this Act, he is a frustrated Boar pushing the Butler for information. 
In the third act he again the boa-constrictor twisting around among the other 
characters; and in the end killing the lamb led to slaughter (Merciful Julian). 
Alice I see as peacock \~ho is beautiful but can be readily enticed if it is 
necessary. The Cardinal is a turtle in that the only way you can get to 
him is through his underside. The Butler has been called an elephant (By 
Dennis) but I see him more as an easy going fox tricky and deadly under it all. 
The painting I hzve found for myself is actually a sculpture Radian's 
Balzac. But the picture I have of it doesn't show the pol'1er I have seen in 
the ori gi ncl ct the Museum of Modern Art in tlew York. It shows Gigantic 
Power. Or possibly I couJC: pie:: a devi I detai I fror.1 the Last Judge::ient by 
Iii chc I anse Io. For Ju Ii c:n l see Fa 11 of the Damned from the same pd nt i ng. 
For .'.lice I !1c•;c cho!:cn 11 Q.l'::ppi ~·1it:1 1:.'hi-::c Fur 11 by f~.:x Becl~r:i2nn. I don't 
tl~ink it is;:: vcr~' sood c!1oicc but tJ~c only one I found. f'or the C:rdinaJ 
I choose "Omc:r Tolor." by Philippe De Ch<:mpagne. Fort.lice 2Jso I chose 
11/\nncttc11 '.J·/ :\lberto Giucomctti. I h.:;ve not found one for t:1c Outler m.ny'.:le 
I \·1i 11 later. 
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For ~ ccl0r ~Jr tha L=wycr l cho~c red. In bat[~ act one sce~e one 
~nd act two i~ is a Jroodins blooc red. In both act one scene one and 
scenes two and three, it is a softer color. In the third cct it is a 
p!l rp le. I hove cch i evcc m\' soa 1. 
Rclision is qL:ite en i:-:ter;rap part of ti:e sho\-J it is ;.resent in .:?l 
~h:c Do. The tab..:>rnLc1c .~oGcl, the [joc.' of Tiny Alice ei!C in v:.ir :-.1i!:£ion. :.'e 
ere c'iscfples of Tin~' .".!ice li!~e !ier priests .Jr.d priestess. The r:;ystic2l 
is omniprese:it. r:1ere is z r.iystery in t:1e play t~ut I heve r.ot .:s yet 
c'ici?hercd. To th.J 12~·1'/Ci it i~ olso ·1ery important I 5Ce him as~ 1.•ery 
devout Aliciani2n. He is c·1illing to ;o to great lengths for his God. 
see the lewyer as every distinguished looking, dressed possibly 
in 01ack linen es a ;>riest o:= Tiny Alice. 
haven't thous:1t of c quir:: for t!1e character yet possi01y ~e 
could finger his be<Jrc', I cion't !:n01v. 
I woul~ like the L?v1yer to :1ave a •;est I think it 1-o·ould help me and 
would be distinsuisf1c~~ ~s 2 prop, I wou1cl c~oose a vest chain, possibly 
I could work with it. 
As I hevc scid ~eforc I am involved bccc:Jse I cm <J dlsci?le of Tiny 
Alice and I ao cor.1r.:itt.::C: to 'procuring i·,'!°l.:!t zhc 1t.12nts. Tiny /\lice hzs crea-:=eC: 
our i·1orld (The Cc;st!c) in the im.Jse of her \'Jorld hence 1':1eplica and model 11 
I think wooders of t~e world pertains to the same thing the religion of 
Tiny 1\ Ii ce and her presence in the mode 1. 
The sum of money is only significant 
Cardinal to sive us Julian. :Jothing more. 
the Ca rd i na I • I th I nk he 1·1ou 1 d have p 1 ayed 
have cut the grant at least in half. 
as a means of getting the 
I think the sum is too much for 
along for n lot less, I vmuld 
I, in my mind, :1ave·piayed and placed the castle on a hill overloo!:in9 
possibly a bc:y of some kind; or a lai:e. ,\body of water anyway. On the other 
side of the castle are a lot of trees possibly e small forest. The road 
leading to t:1e castle is a private one and it t1·1ists up the hillside. There 
are no other homes for at least" half mile on any side. The nearest town is 
a small one about ten miles at•1ay. The local business deliver their soods, 
food, etc., once a week. I I ive in u suite of rooms in the Inn in the locul 
town, but I spend a great many nights at the castle. 
MISS ALICE 
The meaning of Tiny Alice Is presently a bit huzy, but I do feel that 
Albee is trying to com."1unicate the idea that-nothing is 1·1hat it seems. Man 
is alone and at the end, all the forces he's believed in, such as the church-
the economic forces. The fleas - desert him (betrayed is a better word). 
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In Alice's first appearance with Julian (Act one, Scene 3), she's 
playing a game. \/hat she wants in this particular scene is information -
inO-ormation concerning the mysterious six year of Julian's life. By throwing 
questions et hir:i and tell in£ him that the "raoney l•Jill not run off''. J'r:i 
more or less prodding him - he wants to tell rae anyway to win my favor - so 
it's not really that hard. Consequently - :1e tells me und I get what is 
wanted. In l\ct 2, Scene 3, I again get v1:1at I v1ant by seducing Juli an. 
I am of the impression that Alice has no pressing concern for ar.ything. If 
she can't get what she 1~ants no1•1 - she' 11 try a9ain ancl again ti 11 eventually 
she will get the satisfaction she seeks. 
In the opening of Act T1·:0 - the La~1yer and I have just come from 
eating dinner. The Butler hns taken Julian down to look at the v1ine cellar -
so the Lawyer is taking advantaae of our being alone. He has sometimds 
tried or :1e has something he 1~ants to as!< me. It could be he just doesn't 
like the idea of me being with Julian so m~ch, (it is in fact) and I'm 
gettomg a big laugh out of the whole thin9. I can't stand the Lav1yer and 
he raakes me sick to my stomach. I can't see bim <:s to ho;1 I ever could 
have even considered him as my lover I attack his physical makeup becnuse 
I know this 1·iill really "irk" him. In this particular scene - I get the 
impression t:int 1<1e b::ith fear each otber. He's a bit nfraid of me and vice-
versa. By ~eing so nice to Julian, I'm ridiculing and once again humiliating 
the Lzwyer. :.t ti1e present time, J".J!ian is hardly a thought in my mind. 
Rather I more concerned vii th my I oat hi ng for the Luwyer. · 
The time of duy could either be nisht or day. Juliar. could've looked 
<Jt the \-:in.:! cell.:.r in the nfternoon, after luncr .. The Lct·1yer doesn't nccC: 
the ~1g:1t tiLl~ to s~tlsf1 wh~t is on ~is rain~. 
c.'.c:i 1 t 1::10\•J :=or sure! ~·:ho bt.:i 1 t t~e riicc!e 1. It cou 1 d hn11e ::,ee:i Ti :1'/ 
Alice or the L21:yer or the Gutlcr. I get the impression that I em ;-iore seQrcd 
then the re~t. Tf,e Butler ;ond the Lawyer ere concerned, but it's not really 
a fear. \/hen I am kf:!ep praying, I am praying to a real God. \lhen you want 
he1;; or for~iveness for sor.icthing you've don~ that's usuwl ly \.,rho 'jOt.: turn to. 
I thi :ik it 1 s :ic:turel t~1at I ~l~ou Id too. I coul dn 1 t prey to Tiny :1 Ii ce cuusc 
s:1c i~ imDsi:1<Jtiv~. O:ie critic sc::id 11 Tin'/ .\lice is .:i subconsci6us !::econdQr~' 
self \Vit~-:in o?.:rsel•/es. '/\ rcur.ion \•tith t~e self, \1hether acco:-:.plished by 
sex, ;JSChi2try or de.::th, is perhcps the only Heaven for man. 11 This scer;1s 
acceptable to ma. She's a force within =11 of us. 
When selecting n color - I thought about D pastel, but the more 
t housht a:)Qut A Ii ce and 1<1hat she 11ants and the way she does things and goes 
to set things, I think her color would be black. AJJ of·them would be black 
except Julian •. Something the black would take on a gray, but never a white. 
The sray 1·1oulc s:101·1 more at the very end v1hen I'm asking the La1·1yer to have 
a little mercy for Julian. 
Alice eppears to be about 25-30, 5'5" - 5'7" 125 lbs. She's very fair 
skinned with long hair. Her clothing is a very important part of her. In 
scene three Act I, J could be wearing almost anything, but think maybe some-
thing like 1l suit or a blouse and s!drt. Hm"ever, when I am trying to secuce 
I think the black negligee would be effective with the black tights (etc.) 
underneath. 
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Because I had real parents, the mon2y was civen to me by them when 
t:1ey were killed in a car accident (Why not?). The reason I know the Outler 
and the Lawyer is because they were both employed by my parents. Matter of 
foct, it 1·1as my Dad who borrowed the Lawyer money to go to 1 aw schoo 1. 
As far as animal metaphors, the Lawyer to me ah1ays remain a pig. 
T~e But I er, ho~1ever, reminds me of a wease 1. He seems like such a l i tt 1 e 
an i ma 1, :Out is 011e of the fastest and the dead 1 i est. 
T:cc ~cirdi n<il is <i fO)<. He's sly, slow in speech, not the r:1ost 
intelligent, but very tricky and very cunning. Alice is a snake. I didn't 
t:1i nk she 1·1as at first but I changed my mind. She's Ii ke a snake in the 
sense th::it s:~e's in a cage l'ith a helpless little baby chick. She knm~s 
the chicken is a prisoner and she sees no need to c!cvour it in a hurry. 
There is no urgency. \!ell, the time cpmes. She \•Jill kill it. Julian then 
rcr:1inds me in th;:it sense, as referred as 2 chicken and the snake as being a 
relpless defenseless animal. He also takes on some cowardly lion traits. 
If he only would not be so concerned about his "serving" and more ;:.bout 
o~hers serving him, ~e would really take over. But he's inhibited because 
r.e docs not l:nov1 any :Octter. He's like a smoill pine tree grovling under the 
Big C.J!t Tree.. It c.:::n 1 t get enoush sun to sro·...:. But if it ever did, it \·:ould 
s'..oot strui g:1'!: up c:nC: shaG0vJ the oal~s. Any'°t"iay. 
;!oi·.' .::bout religion. Here I r:;i r~t:1cr c9n(uscG! l bc~iC'Je i:i c GoC 
':cc.::•.:sc.;-;i~1 pr.::~·~r i!: iil c2rr.e£t. T:1e .:::lt.::r u;;st2irs l-:a!::1 1t ~.=e:i L:Sed bCCCU!iC 
:1:::~ t:> ~ode l ::s r.1~' cht::;::c I i:. 1 tar. l t !7ccr:1s 1:1ore re~ l to r.ic c:id ~12t \'1:1'/ do 
?~:-:i c $0 iJhc:i it $~arts on fire? 
I cun 1 t rcal 1~' thin'.~ o:=;: good prep for her, except :-;:aybe to '.·.'<:lit or 
~·:e;:r w J.:i:i~ r.ec!:.1:-c2 aro•J:icl :1er nee:,. s:-:e ~·1')11ld p1~'/ \\1 ith it e-::=ccti'.'el~', 
t';:-c":,'.- ~.1-::i: 1 sc(?:ics ::r:C: ~'.Jt it \·1culC:i': '.1e $•? c:::>nsj:>icuol's. It ~2c:::s ~:> fi".:. 
l SJ.1 1 t ::.-~:.·.:. ·~::1~:i !"be! i!: '!:~r.1;:.ti:is J·!li3n sr.c :".1i~!1t \•:ind them .:rounc', etc. 
Gi" \::""en she 1 s ?l~uyi ng they coul G symbo 1 i ze rosary beads. 
